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Chapter1
Mechanical Processes on the
Nano-Scale
The Master said, Only the wisest and stupidest of men never change.
Confucius, Book XVII (III)
1
2 CHAPTER 1. MECHANICAL PROCESSES ON THE NANO-SCALE
The stability and mechanical properties of any structure depend on how it isable to take up and withstand mechanical stress. This is true for macroscopic
structures, e.g. a bridge that has to withstand heavy load, as well as for the
microscopic scale. Just think of the extraordinary mechanical properties of the
microscopic silk fibers making up a spiders web. Or of the molecular engines
that make our muscles contract. In fact, all living organisms utilize thousands
of molecular building blocks to perform mechanical tasks. These building blocks
are mostly proteins, and their mechanical properties define the way they can be
utilized by the cell. The spectrum ranges from rope like structures that give hold
and stability to our bodies to microscopic engines helping us to perform or sense
mechanical work.
An increasing number of biological processes are revealed to be driven by force
(see Section 1.2). As we will see, well-directed distribution of strain is the very
base of many of these mechanisms. Only if we are able to observe the distribu-
tion of strain, we will be able to understand and rationally design similar ones in
vitro. A first step towards the theoretical understanding of a mechanical system
is to determine the mechanical properties of the individual materials and building
blocks it consists of. For macroscopic assemblies, such as metal sheets or concrete
Figure 1.1: Force distribution on the macro- and microscopic scale. Calculation
of internal strain is a standard approach in architecture and engineering. The models
applied hereby assume a continuous medium and allow for accurate calculation of strain
in macroscopic structures (left). On the atomic scale, interactions of individual particles,
e.g. hydrogen bonds that may form and break have to be considered, and thus continuous
models cannot be applied. Our aim is to develop methods that allow to calculate force
distribution in microscopic structures, such as proteins (right).
panels used in construction, these properties can be derived experimentally and
are well understood. Based hereon, force propagation and resulting mechanical
behavior can be accurately calculated using continuous models such as finite el-
ements. Unfortunately, the assumption of a continuous medium is not valid on
the microscopic scale and in consequence these models cannot be applied, Fig. 1.1.
Yet, there are well established models to simulate the dynamics of a macromolec-
ular assembly under varying conditions. The most widely used one is molecular
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mechanics, which calculates forces between all particles in a system using clas-
sical mechanics. The motion of the particles can then be directly derived from
the calculated forces. It should in theory be possible to directly calculate force
distribution from such a molecular mechanics model, in an approach very simi-
lar to the above mentioned finite elements. In practice, there are a number of
problems preventing straightforward application of this approach. Most severely,
microscopic entities are highly dynamic allowing them to rapidly change between
different structures. This naturally forbids the notion of a force being a (relatively)
static entity between two particles.
This thesis presents a step towards the understanding of mechanical processes
in bio-molecules. We developed approaches to elucidate force distribution in
macromolecules, pointing out innovative solutions to overcome the above men-
tioned problems. Our research resulted in a widely applicable method that allows
to disclose distribution of mechanical stress in atomic detail for the first time.
The method is implemented in Gromacs [1], a commonly used software package
for molecular simulations. This ensures that the results and methodology are ap-
plicable to a wide range of problems, ranging from biological questions to polymer
science.
1.1 Aims of this Thesis
Mathematical description and control of mechanical properties, e.g. in automotive
design, marked a major breakthrough. Similarly, in order to rationally engineer
proteins or nano-materials, we need to be able to control their mechanical behav-
ior. This thesis aims at understanding the molecular mechanics of a wide range
of biological molecules. Hereto, a way to systematically analyze mechanical pro-
cesses on the atomistic scale needs to be found. Conventionally, all such studies
were done on the level of atomic coordinates. Yet, force propagation does not
necessarily come with changes in coordinates. Especially stiff materials take up
and propagate forces without showing detectable coordinate shifts. Examples are
a concrete wall that remains unchanged even under high stress, or the brittle core
of a protein propagating an allosteric signal. We introduce a new approach by
directly studying the forces driving molecular processes, instead of indirectly ob-
serving them by means of coordinate changes.
Our central goal is to develop and implement a method capable of linking the
distribution of mechanical stress in bio-molecules to their stability and function.
The method should function as an extension to classical models employed for
molecular simulation, thereby making it immediately accessible to a wide range
of problems. The result of our research is “Force Distribution Analysis” (FDA),
a method that allows to visualize strain propagation in atomic detail; FDA is
discussed in Chapter 2. Our new perspective, namely to study forces instead of
coordinates, comes with various advantages, Section 2.2.1 provides a detailed dis-
cussion. Most notable, we now are able to observe mechanical signals propagating
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without causing major atomic rearrangements. This is often the case for signals
propagating through a rigid protein core, or for resilient materials such as silk.
The crucial step when introducing a new methodology is to demonstrate its
capabilities on biologically relevant systems. A central part of the work is to
demonstrate the applicability and biological relevance of our approach when ap-
plied to bio-molecules, in particular to proteins guiding mechanical processes on
the cellular level. A test case for any new method should be an experimentally well
studied system. The immunoglobulin I27 domain has been used as model systems
to understand the unfolding behavior of proteins. As such, these outstandingly
robust protein domains are experimentally well characterized, see Chapter 3 for
a detailed introduction. Immunoglobulin domains are important building blocks
of all mammalian muscle fibers (Fig. 1.2), understanding their function has direct
biological impact. The effect of various mutations on the unfolding behavior of
Figure 1.2: Immunoglobulin domains in mammalian muscle. Immunoglobulin
domains arrange in long chains, forming mechanical springs that add flexibility to muscle
fibers and prevent them from damage.
I27 was reported, yet for many of them a clear cause and effect relation could
not be established. Our aim is to provide a comprehensive model explaining the
experimental observations. Observing the propagation of internal strain in im-
munoglobulin domains provides the rational basis to establish such a model. An
interesting, closely related question is the evolution of mechanical robustness in
these proteins. If immunoglobulin domains were tailored for mechanical resilience,
then co-evolutionary patterns should resemble internal strain distribution. Such
a relationship would demonstrate the transferability of our robustness model to
other immunoglobulin domains. We test this hypothesis by combining FDA and
statistical studies on the immunoglobulin domain family.
As a second application of FDA, we aim at exploring fundamental proper-
ties defining the flexibility and resistance of silk fibers. Silk is a material with
outstanding mechanical properties and is widely used in textile manufacturing.
Moreover, silk can serve as a model system for other polyamides, in particular all
kinds of Nylon; details are given in Chapter 4. The basic question one would like
to understand is how these materials can combine high resistance against rupture
with high flexibility, and how these properties can be rationally tuned. Individual
silk fibers are made up of thousands of strands, forming stiff crystalline and flex-
ible amorphous regions. Understanding the mechanical behavior of silk requires
a multi-scale approach, linking the microscopic properties observed for individ-
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Figure 1.3: Assessing the robustness
of silk fibers. Crystalline units as shown
here are building blocks of silk fibers, giv-
ing them their extraordinary stability. Me-
chanical properties such as rupture force and
flexibility can be determined using molecu-
lar simulation techniques.
ual crystalline and amorphous regions to the macroscopic properties of the whole
fiber. In this thesis, we focus on the crystalline units. We combine molecular
simulation and FDA with finite element models to assess the origins of robustness
and flexibility in these important building blocks, Fig. 1.3. Our results add to the
understanding and rational design of polyamides in general. Integration of the
results into a macroscopic model is subject to ongoing research in our group.
Figure 1.4: MetJ - a textbook example
for a stiff allosteric protein. MetJ is a
transcription factor. DNA-binding affinity
is increased manyfold by binding of SAM,
a small ligand (shown as red spheres). The
allosteric mechanism remains unclear as the
ligand is far away from the DNA binding
interface and ligand binding does not induce
structural changes.
Due to its capability to disclose strain propagation even in the absence of
major structural changes, FDA seems a perfectly fitted tool to study protein al-
lostery. Different types of allostery have been reported, and protein allostery
remains a controversially discussed topic. A special class of allosteric proteins
are so called “stiff allosteric proteins”, which display allosteric regulation in the
absence of structural changes. Allosteric regulation apparently takes place merely
via a change in the distribution of internal forces, see Chapter 5. As such, these
proteins are experimentally difficult to characterize. We study allosteric regula-
tion in the methionine repressor MetJ, a textbook example for a stiff allosteric
protein, Fig 1.4. MetJ is a transcription factor and binding to DNA is regulated
by a co-repressor. Yet, co-repressor binding does not induce visible conformational
changes. Using FDA, we are able to detect even smallest rearrangements in inter-
nal strain. This allows us to shed light on an allosteric mechanism that has been
under controversial discussion for almost 30 years.
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Finally, we focus on the Von Willebrandt Factor (VWF), a disease related
protein. VWF is a huge multi-domain protein responsible for blood clotting, and as
such is located in the blood stream. Tight regulation is achieved by cleaving VWF
at a well defined site. Interestingly, the cleavage site is buried when the protein is
folded, Fig. 1.5, and only becomes accessible when VWF unfolds under certain flow
conditions, Chapter 6. This delicate mechanism requires a well defined unfolding
Figure 1.5: Buried cleavage site in
the VWF A2 domain. The cleavage site
(marked in red) in the VWF A2 domain is
buried within the protein core. Partial un-
folding under shear flow will expose the site,
allowing for enzymatic cleavage.
pattern, i.e. the regulatory domain needs to unfold first. Again, directed strain
distribution is likely to ensure a distinct order of unfolding steps. We combine
conventional simulations and FDA to elucidate the mechanisms governing the fine
regulation of VWF. Our results directly contribute to ongoing clinical research on
various bleeding disorders related to VWF.
1.2 Mechanical processes on the cellular level
Our bodies consist of billions of cells, most of them highly specialized in shape
and function. The ability to move and feel, but also fundamental properties like
organization into different tissues depend on a complex interplay between individ-
ual cells. To this end, cells need to be able to sense and dynamically adopt to
local changes in force and geometry [2, 3, 4, 5]. They have to constantly monitor
changes in their mechanical environment and trigger an according biochemical re-
sponse [6, 7, 8]. It has been shown that changes in cell shape correlate with changes
in gene expression [9]. The varying mechanical environments are defined by the
extracellular matrix [10], by cell-cell interactions [11] or by shear flow in blood ves-
sels [12]. To monitor their environment, cells developed mechanical sensors that
transduce a mechanical signal into a biochemical response, or vice versa [2, 6, 13].
These sensors can be enzymes whose activity depends on an external force, or al-
losteric proteins, this is, proteins that change their shape and function depending
on their interaction partners.
It is evident that cells not only need to sense mechanical signals, but that they
require proteins tailored for specific mechanical tasks to maintain their shape and
function. As an example, the cytoskeleton gives shape and stability to red blood
cells, that would otherwise be taken apart by the high shear in blood vessels [14].
Recent advances in experimental techniques (discussed in Section 1.3) now al-
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low for direct observation of the mechanical behavior of individual molecules or
macromolecular assemblies. Combined with theoretical studies, these experiments
provide direct insight into cellular nano-mechanics.
This thesis seeks to shed light on the function of mechanically active proteins
by a theoretical approach, namely molecular dynamics simulations (introduced in
Section 2.1). In Chapter 3 we will see how nature designed mechanical robustness
in proteins. Chapter 4 extends the presented methodology to silk, a biological
polymer with extraordinary mechanical properties. The role of forces in protein
allostery are discussed in Chapter 5. The focus hereby is on how non-isotropic
distribution of internal strain can regulate protein function. Finally, in Chapter 6,
we discuss proteins as force sensors. We will see how a protein is able to sense
different flow conditions in blood vessels. Moreover, this study gives an example
of how distribution of internal strain can support enzymatic activity.
Each Chapter starts with an introductory section, outlaying the larger biological
background to the reader.
1.3 Observing mechanical processes in experiment and
simulation
Mechanical response of proteins can be directly revealed by measuring forces for
unfolding of individual protein molecules [15, 16, 17]. Several techniques, so called
force spectroscopy experiments, have evolved in recent years and now allow to
study even a single protein molecule. Most important techniques are atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and optical tweezers. In both techniques, force is applied to
the termini of a protein or a chain of proteins, leading to elongation and finally
unfolding of the polypeptide chain. A force / extension profile will be the result,
giving the extension at a certain force. The force required to unfold a protein,
the unfolding time, and pathway all provide valuable information on the mechan-
ical properties of proteins [18]. Force allows to explore the energy landscape of
functional motions in proteins and thus proved a useful measure to gain insight
into folding and unfolding pathways [15], or basic principles such as the elastic-
ity of biomolecules [19]. A clear picture of a protein’s behavior under force can
be obtained in conjunction with molecular simulations. Only the combination of
experiment and simulation allows to understand individual unfolding events [20]
and to characterize mechanisms providing mechanical stability in detail [21].
While force spectroscopy experiments have not been done during this thesis, we
will often compare our theoretical observations from simulations with experimental
data reported earlier.
1.3.1 Atomic force microscopy
The name “atomic force microscopy” stems from the original use of AFM as an
imaging technique. A microscopic tip attached to a cantilever (a flat spring) is
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used to scan a surface. When moved over the surface, changes of the surface
topology will result in varying displacement of the spring. This way a microscopic
image of the surface topology can be obtained. More recently, AFM experiments
have been used to study the mechanical properties of DNA and proteins. In such
single molecule experiments, a chain of proteins / DNA is attached via polymeric
linkers on one side to a surface and on the other to the cantilever [15]. Un-
folding of the attached proteins is forced by moving the surface with a constant
velocity or by regulating the distance such that a constant force is applied [22].
AFM experiments allowed to observe the mechanical behavior of DNA, proteins
and filaments [19, 15, 23]. Recently, studying refolding of single proteins became
possible [24].
A force / distance profile is obtained as a function of the cantilever position,
forces are directly measured by monitoring the cantilever bending. The resulting
shape and maxima of the curve allow conclusions on the mechanical stability of
the protein and its unfolding and re-folding pathway. Of particular interest are
intermediate states during unfolding and ensembles of unfolding pathways. After
a series of runs, information on the distribution of unfolding forces, intermediates
and unfolding pathways is available. Typically forces can range from 10 pN to a
few nN (nano Newton).
1.3.2 Optical tweezers
Optical tweezers use a focussed laser beam to apply radiation pressure on a small
dielectric bead. The radiation pressure will trap the bead in the center of the
beam. By attaching the bead to the termini of a protein via polymeric linkers,
optical tweezers can be used to apply force, similar to AFM experiments. The
force can be precisely regulated by either modulating the intensity of the laser
light, by moving the laser source or by moving the surface the protein is attached
to. Forces applied by optical tweezers are typically between 0.1 - 100 pN what
allows to assess systems that unfold at low forces. A detailed review on optical
tweezer experiments is provided by Greenleaf et. al [18].
1.3.3 Simulations mimicking unfolding experiments
Forced unfolding experiments rely on molecular simulations to interpret the ob-
served force / distance profiles. A common technique to mimic unfolding experi-
ments are force probe molecular dynamics simulations (FPMD) [25]. In FPMD,
virtual springs are attached to one or both termini of a protein, Fig. 1.6. The
springs are then moved with a constant velocity. This directly corresponds to
moving the surface with constant velocity in AFM experiments. AFM and optical
tweezer experiments occur magnitudes more slowly than the time-scales accessible
by molecular simulation. Direct comparison of the results is thus based on extrap-
olation of the observed loading rates; a quantitative relation between the loading
rate and the rupture force is given from rate theory [26]. The underlying assump-
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tion is that the mechanical load does not alter the unfolding energy profile, i.e.
the overall shape of the unfolding pathway remains unchanged. This assumption
has been shown to be valid in many cases, see [27, 18] for reviews.
Figure 1.6: Simulations mimicking forced unfolding experiments. The image
shows an immunoglobulin domain with virtual springs attached. This simulation setup is
commonly used to simulate AFM or optical tweezer experiments. Insight into individual
unfolding events is obtained by comparing theoretical and experimental force profiles.
Technically, FPMD simulations apply a harmonic potential (a “virtual spring”)
to one or more pull groups in a system. Each group can consist of one or many
atoms. The harmonic potential and derived force are of the simple form
Vspring(t) =
1
2
k0 [rCOM,i(t)− rspring,i(t)]2 (1.1)
Fspring(t) = k0 [rCOM,i(t)− rspring,i(t)] , (1.2)
where k0 is the force constant of the spring, rCOM,i(t) the position of the center-of-
mass (COM) of the pulled atoms, and rspring,i the position of the spring. Mechan-
ical stress is applied by moving the spring with a constant velocity in a pre-defined
pulling direction. The force is calculated every step and added to the atoms in the
pull group(s). Constant force experiments can be mimicked by FPMD by simply
adding a constant force to all atoms in the pulled group(s) in each simulation step.
Molecular dynamics simulations are introduced in Chapter 2.
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Chapter2
Theory and Methods
The Master said, Learning without thought is naught; thought without learning
is dangerous.
Confucius, Book II (XV)
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Force distribution analysis (FDA) is based on an accurate representation ofatomic interactions. A common model to simulate molecular systems on the
nano-scale are Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations. This chapter will thus
start with a short introduction into this simulation technique. Afterwards, in Sec-
tion 2.2, we will see how this model can be employed to disclose strain propagation
in molecular structures.
2.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
The dynamics of a molecular systems could in theory be exactly calculated using
the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation. As this is prohibitive due to the com-
putational complexity, various approximations are used in practice. At current
state of technology, MD is the only technique that is able to accurately reproduce
the dynamics of protein structures, what typically requires systems containing
thousands of atoms. MD is based on two major approximations. The first ap-
proximation is the use of classical force fields, which treat a molecular system as
a “balls and springs”. This means that the potential energy of a system is cal-
culated as a function of the nuclear coordinates (the “balls”). Electrons are not
considered explicitly, but implicitly by fitting force field parameters. Interactions
between atoms are represented as a set of potential functions (the “springs”).
These are typically separated into bonded interactions, namely bonds, angles and
dihedrals, and non-bonded interactions, namely electrostatic and Van der Waals
terms. The potential energy V of a system can then be derived as the sum of the
individual potentials.
The second approximation is that the dynamics of the nuclei are treated by
classical mechanics following Newtons equations of motion:
Fi = miai (2.1)
This equation simply states that force F equals mass m times acceleration a. It
can be written in terms of coordinates as
Fi = mi
d2ri
dt2
, (2.2)
where r are the coordinates of the nuclei and t is a certain time-step. Forces are
directly related to the potential energy with
Fi = −∂V
∂ri
. (2.3)
2.1.1 The MD algorithm
The model described above is the basis of the global MD algorithm.
Step 1. As initial conditions, the potential interaction energy V as a function of
the positions r and the velocities v of all atoms in the system are given.
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Step 2. Compute the force on any atom as the sum of forces between non-bonded
atom pairs plus bonded forces:
Fi =
∑
j
Fij . (2.4)
Potential and kinetic energies can now be computed from the forces. The exact
interaction functions used for force calculation are given in Section 2.1.2.
Step 3. The movement of the atoms is calculated by solving Newton’s equations
of motion as given in Eq. 2.2. This is usually done using the Verlet [28] integrator
that allows for efficient numeric integration. Afterwards the coordinates of the
system are updated.
Step 4. Optionally write coordinates and velocities to a trajectory file, or directly
continue with Step 2.
2.1.2 Interaction potentials
The interaction potentials used by different force fields vary slightly, but always
consist of bonded and non-bonded terms. The interaction functions contain pa-
rameters that are specific to the interacting atom types. The parameters are
derived from fitting to the quantum-mechanical ground state energy, and in fact
most of the work during force field development goes into finding parameters that
accurately represent these energies. It is particularly difficult to find general pa-
rameters and consequently there is a wide variety of force fields, each with its
specific strength and weaknesses. E.g. the Amber [29] and OPLS [30] force fields
are commonly employed to simulate proteins and were used during this thesis.
The potential energy is calculated from bonded and non-bonded potentials. As
we have learned, the potential energies are not calculated directly, but from inter-
atomic forces.
All simulations presented in this thesis were done using Gromacs [1], a compre-
hensive package for molecular simulation and analysis. For consistency, we will
here introduce the potential functions used by the Amber and OPLS force fields as
implemented in Gromacs, please also refer to the Gromacs manual [31] for further
information. Both force fields use potential functions for bonds (Vb), angles (Va),
dihedrals (Vd), Lennard-Jones (VLJ) and Coulomb (Vc) terms. All of these func-
tions contain parameters that depend on the interacting atom types. The term
“force field” often refers to these parameter sets. The total energy in the system
is then the sum:
Vtotal = Vb + Va + Vd + VLJ + Vc (2.5)
Bond stretching is represented by a harmonic potential
Vb(rij) =
1
2
kbij(|rij | − |reqij |)2 (2.6)
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where kbij defines the stiffness of the bond between atoms i and j. |rij | and |reqij |
are the actual and equilibrium bond length, respectively. The according force is
given by:
Fi(rij) = kbij(|rij | − |reqij |)
rij
|rij | (2.7)
The harmonic angle potential is defined between a triplet of atoms i, j, k:
Va(θijk) =
1
2
kθijk(θijk − θeqijk)2 (2.8)
Similar to bonded potentials, θijk and θ
eq
ijk are the actual and equilibrium angle,
respectively. The according force equations are given by the chain rule:
Fi = −dVa(θijk)
dri
(2.9)
Fk = −dVa(θijk)
drk
where θijk = arcos
(
rij · rkj
|rij ||rkj |
)
(2.10)
Fj = −Fi − Fk (2.11)
Proper dihedrals are used to define rotational freedom of bonds. They are
defined between the planes given by atoms ijk and atoms jkl. Gromacs internally
uses the Ryckaert-Bellemans function [32] to calculate proper dihedrals:
Vd(φijkl) =
5∑
n=0
Cn(cos(φ− 180◦))n, (2.12)
where Cn is a constant depending on the interacting atoms, n is the multiplicity
and φs is the phase of the dihedral. Forces acting on atoms ijkl are again calcu-
lated using a chain rule (equations not shown).
Improper dihedrals are used to keep planar groups planar (e.g. aromatic rings)
and are represented as a harmonic potential as well. For technical reasons, these
angles are not taken into account by FDA, see also Section 2.2.
Non-polar Lennard-Jones interactions are defined as
VLJ =
C12ij
|rij |12 −
C6ij
|rij |6 . (2.13)
The parameters C12ij and C
6
ij depend on the atom types. Forces derived from this
potential are given by:
Fi(rij) =
(
12
C12ij
|rij |13 − 6
C6ij
|rij |7
)
rij
|rij | (2.14)
Coulomb terms representing electrostatic interactions are given by
Vc(rij) = f
qiqj
r|rij | , (2.15)
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where f is a constant (f = 14pi0 ), further  is the dielectric constant and qi, qj are
the charges on atoms i and j. The according force is
Fi(rij) = f
qiqj
r|rij |2
rij
|rij | . (2.16)
2.1.3 Long range forces and cutoffs
Most of the computational cost of MD simulations comes from calculation of the
electrostatic interactions. The Coulomb potential decays slowly, and thus inter-
actions between all particles in a system need to be taken into account, leading
to a complexity of O(n2). To speed up calculations, a cutoff in the range of 0.8
to 1.2 nm is often applied. Electrostatic interactions between particles that are
more than the cutoff distance away from each other are ignored or, as a better
solution, approximated by a faster method. A commonly used approximation is
Particle Mesh Ewald summation [33]. It is safe to use a cutoff for Lennard-Jones
interactions. This potential decays quickly, and thus simply ignoring contribu-
tions beyond the cutoff distance is unlikely to introduce artifacts. Representative
potential functions are illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: The Coulomb and Lennard-Jones potentials. The plots show typical
Coulomb and Lennard-Jones potentials curves at similar energy and length scales. A cutoff
distance of 1 nm is marked by the vertical lines. The Coulomb potential decays slowly
and thus fast approximations such as PME are used to calculate interactions beyond the
cutoff. Nevertheless, the potential slope is already low at a distance of 1 nm and thus
small changes in distance have little effect on the interaction energy.
2.1.4 Time-scales
At current state of technology (as of 2009) time-scales in the ns to lower µs range
are accessible with MD. Simulation times depend on the system size, and thus
typical systems will contain no more than a million atoms. Biological processes
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are in general much slower, often requiring seconds or even hours. To fill the gap,
various techniques to enhance sampling or to force transition into another state
have been proposed, see [34, 35, 36, 37, 38], among others. The drawback is that
forcing a transition by external constraints may lead a system on a transition
pathway that differs from the naturally occurring one.
2.2 Force distribution analysis
During a conventional MD simulation, forces between all atom pairs in a sys-
tem are calculated (or approximated, see Section 2.1.3). The acceleration acting
on an atom is given by the sum of all interaction forces acting on this atom,
F atomici =
∑
j Fij , compare Section 2.1.1. Under equilibrium conditions, the time
average 〈F atomici 〉 will quickly decay to zero, i.e. the motions of an atom cancel
out over time, Fig 2.2A+C. Together with the relatively high flexibility of bio-
molecules and the resulting high noise levels, compare Fig 2.2C, this renders the
observation of mechanical signals from atomic forces problematic. FDA overcomes
these problems by introducing an additional step to the MD algorithm. Prior to
summation, forces calculated between all atom pairs are stored in an N × N
matrix, where N is the number of atoms. Throughout this thesis, the force Fij
between each atom pair i, j is called pair-wise force, see also Fig. 2.2B. By con-
sidering the direct force between each atom pair, the equilibrium force between
these atoms can be different from zero, even for the theoretical case of a system
without any motion, Fig. 2.2D. We hereby obtain the advantage to be able to ob-
serve signal propagation even through stiff materials, where, by definition, forces
propagate without causing major atomic displacement, Fig. 2.2E. A real world
example demonstrating the advantage of observing pair-wise forces is Newton’s
cradle, where cumulative forces Fi would only see the first and the last bead mov-
ing. Only when observing pair-wise forces Fij , one is able to see the whole force
propagation pathway.
FDA is a natural and relatively simple enhancement to MD. It can be imple-
mented into any MD package by introduction of an additional step, namely the
recording of pair-wise interactions. A modification of the MD algorithm itself is
not necessary. As defined by the force field, forces include contributions of indi-
vidual bonded (bond, angle, dihedral) and non-bonded (electrostatic and van der
Waals) terms. Non-bonded forces beyond the cutoff distance are not considered,
as approximate long-range forces, such as Particle Mesh Ewald forces, cannot be
mapped into a pair-wise representation. This only affects Coulomb interactions, as
the Lennard-Jones potential quickly decays to zero. Due to the highly non-linear
nature of the non-bonded potentials, Fig 2.1, small shifts in inter-atomic distance
have a strong effect on the interaction force if atoms are in close proximity. At
distances > 1 nm (the typical cutoff distance) the Coulomb potential is very flat,
i.e. slight changes in atomic distances have little effect on the force between them.
For this reason, we found the force propagation networks to be comprised of a
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Figure 2.2: The concept of pair-wise forces. (A) Conventional MD uses the sum
of all forces,
∑
j Fij , acting on a certain atom to derive the atomic motion. (B) In
contrast, FDA works with pair-wise forces Fij , this is the force calculated between each
pair of atoms i, j during an MD simulation. (C) The total force F atomici acting on an atom
quickly decays to zero under equilibrium conditions. The plot shows only the x component
of the xyz force vector. Observation of quickly decaying signals is not possible due to high
equilibrium fluctuations. (D) In contrast, even in equilibrium, pair-wise forces will not
average to zero. This allows to compare different (equilibrated) states of a system. (E)
Schematic illustration of force propagation through a stiff material, as e.g. in Newton’s
cradle. Movement (changes in atomic coordinates) is only observed for the first and the
last beat. The beats in the center remain quasi stationary, but still propagate the force. In
this case the whole propagation pathway can only be seen when looking at forces directly.
series of short to medium ranged connections, and ignoring forces beyond the cut-
off distance does not significantly alter the network. The long range interactions
are important for a protein’s overall stability, but apparently play a minor role in
propagating forces [39, 40], see also Chapters 3 and 5.
Since force vectors are subject to change upon rotation of a system, we repre-
sent the force between each atom pair as the norm of the force vector and thus as
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a scalar. Attractive and repulsive forces are distinguished by assigning opposite
signs to them. This allows to calculate time-averaged forces, which measure how
much strain an interaction is carrying. In case vectorial forces are needed, e.g. for
time-dependent analysis, these can easily be re-calculated based on the coordinate
trajectories. Contributions of individual bonded (bond, angle, dihedral) and non-
bonded (electrostatic and van der Waals) terms are stored separately, allowing for
detailed analysis. Some implementation details are described in Section 2.2.7.
2.2.1 Advantages of force distribution analysis
FDA represents a new view on nano-scale mechanics. We directly look at forces
instead observing them indirectly via coordinate changes. This approach provides
various advantages, rendering it a useful tool to complement studies on a wide
range of systems. In short, the major advantages are:
Comparison of systems under equilibrium conditions. Typically changes
in force become visible by comparing two systems in different configurations, e.g.
with and without applied external force (Section 2.2.4). Our notion to observe
scalar, pair-wise forces makes it possible to compare forces in both systems under
equilibrium conditions (Section 2.2). This allows for exhaustive sampling of each
state until a satisfying signal-to-noise ratio was achieved.
Propagation in stiff materials. Propagation of mechanical signals within stiff
materials does not induce major coordinate changes. Intuitively, one can imagine
the particles of a stiff material to be linked by very stiff springs. Even smallest
elongations of the springs will result in high forces, which are easily found using
FDA. In contrast, it is almost impossible to detect coordinate shifts of these mag-
nitudes due to mathematical problems, in particular the fitting of structures and
noise introduced by random fluctuations.
Higher sensitivity. FDA is sensitive to even slightest changes in structure.
Again, on the coordinate levels it is difficult to detect these changes due to fitting
problems, Fig. 2.3. Importantly, structural changes are directly weighted by the
changes in internal strain they induce. Hereby changes that are important for
the mechanical behavior can be distinguished from changes caused e.g. by slow
random fluctuations. FDA can be seen like a magnifying glass highlighting regions
showing even smallest, but important, structural changes.
Atomic-resolution interaction networks. A direct result of our pair-wise-
force approach are atomic-resolution interaction networks. A network can be
constructed from particles that strongly interact, or from particles that show high
changes if external force is applied, Fig. 2.4. These networks are helpful in detect-
ing how exactly strain is propagated within a structure, and they shed light on
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Figure 2.3: Higher sensitivity of FDA. Even minor structural changes can result in
high changes in forces. The left image shows a fit of the same protein structure with and
without applied external force. Only minor changes are visible. In contrast, observing
forces directly reveals a complex distribution patterns (right), compare Chapter 6.
the complex interplay of individual residues in protein structures. Graph-based
analysis allows to detect sub-sets or highly connected regions. Hubs in the net-
works are important for mechanical function and are candidates for biochemical
studies.
During protein evolution, interactions between residue-pairs are optimized, defin-
ing the fold and properties of a protein. These co-evolution networks can be
revealed by statistics on protein families, see Chapter 3. Strain distribution net-
Figure 2.4: A network showing
changes in internal strain distribution.
The image shows changes in forces between
pairs of residues, same data as Fig. 2.3. Such
networks give detailed information on force
propagation pathways.
works from FDA and evolutionary networks can directly be compared and allow
insight into the evolution of mechanical processes in bio-molecules.
No need for fitting allows better statistics. Statistics on the coordinate
level are often hampered by fitting errors, or they are dominated by large domain
motions that may or may not be functionally relevant. On the level of pair-wise
forces we are able to selectively consider changes on the small or large scale. Pair-
wise forces are relatively short ranged interactions and thus time-averaged forces
naturally are insensitive to large domain motions, Fig. 2.5.
On the other hand, multivariate statistics on force trajectories (time-resolved
forces) allow to study large domain motions. A coordinate fluctuation corre-
sponds to a fluctuation in internal forces, and thus the same statistics can be
applied. Observing forces here has the advantages that hinge points, which by
definition show little coordinate changes, can be identified as well. An in-depth
discussion is provided in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.5: Root mean square deviation of atom coordinates is dominated by
domain motions. (A) Differences in atomic root mean square fluctuations for a protein
in apo and holo state. Most of the observed differences comes from slow domain motions.
(B) Differences in pair-wise forces measured on the same data. The domain motions are
basically filtered out, and a detailed picture of internal strain propagation can be obtained.
In both cases colors range from red for high difference to blue for no difference.
Detailed ligand-protein interaction profiles. The interaction of a ligand
with a protein structure depends on the complex interplay of individual atoms.
Intuitively this can be seen as pair-wise interactions between the ligand and the
individual protein residues. FDA thus naturally provides a detailed description of
the interaction pattern. Such an analysis is performed in Chapter 5.
No need to wait for slow transitions. Many transitions in biological systems
occur on time-scales that are currently not accessible with molecular simulations.
Forcing the transition by application of constraints may introduce artifacts. For-
tunately, every transition needs to be proceeded by a built-up of internal strain.
By observing internal strain we can thus learn about the mechanisms driving the
transition without actually simulating the transition itself.
2.2.2 Water and electrostatic shielding
Due to the fast movement of water molecules, obtaining converged averages for
water interactions is not possible and consequently FDA does not include water.
Functional waters constantly bound to specific residues might, however, play a role
in the force distribution and can in principle be included in the analysis. Also,
water is an important element in protein function [41], and electrostatic shielding
of charged residues might influence force propagation. A simple way to implicitly
account for electrostatic shielding is to raise the dielectric constant, but this will
also have a damping effect on interactions buried in the protein core. One is
thus likely to even introduce additional artifacts, and we do not recommend this
approach. Our forces are derived from conventional MD simulations using explicit
water, and thus indirectly account for these effects. The absence of electrostatic
shielding in our pair-wise forces may over-estimate the magnitude of a certain
interaction. But it will not influence the overall pathway. A hypothetic interaction
that would be compensated completely by surrounding water would not be able
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to propagate, and thus result in a dead-end, i.e. the propagation network would
end here. We investigated the effect of electrostatic shielding and find essentially
the same propagation pattern for a dielectric constant of  = 1 and  = 4, Fig. 2.6.
Figure 2.6: The Force distri-
bution pattern is not influ-
ence by electrostatic shielding.
The plot shows pair-wise forces for
MetJ (Chapter 5) at a dielectric
constant of  = 1 and  = 4,
yielding a correlation coefficient of
R=0.88. The line shows a fit of the
data to a linear model.
2.2.3 Sampling and normalization
Depending on their structure and size, proteins may display high degrees of flex-
ibility. For this reason, we define the strain acting on a specific interaction as a
time average. Consequently, this interaction may break and form over time, but
its importance for the stability of the structure is defined as the average strain
it carries. This implies a certain redundancy of mechanical links in force bearing
networks, what will be discussed in Chapter 3. Due to the intrinsic flexibility of
biological systems, a drawback is that forces need to converge to achieve a favor-
able signal-to-noise ratio. We found simulation times in the range of 10 to several
hundred nano seconds necessary to achieve sufficient sampling. Hereby it is advis-
able not to use one long simulation, but to rather sample by performing several
short runs in the lower ns range. This is because MD trajectories are likely to
stay around a local minimum once they got trapped in it. As most of the results
presented here are based on the analysis of time-averaged forces, we will simply
refer to them as Fij , and state exceptions clearly.
Forces for flexible parts such as loops or certain side-chains may not converge
during simulation time. The variation of a certain pair-wise force within different
trajectories gives a good estimate of the level of convergence. To this end, we
calculate the standard error for all pair-wise interactions between the individual
trajectories. A high standard error indicates insufficient sampling and thus the
values at these positions should be double checked. For noisy data sets, normal-
ization by the standard error can help to improve data quality. In the following,
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we will use the notation
fij =
Fij
ij
(2.17)
to refer to forces fij normalized by the standard error . For all systems studied
during this thesis, we found the overall force distribution pattern to remain largely
unchanged by normalization, but outliers resulting from non-converged data were
removed. Still, the user has to carefully ensure that normalization does not alter
the overall force distribution pattern, see Chapter 3, Fig. 3.4 for an example. We
will discuss this issue in more detail in Chapters 3 and 5 of this thesis.
2.2.4 Visualizing force propagation
In most cases, the response to a mechanical or allosteric signal becomes visible
by comparing forces for different states. These states can be a system with and
without applied external force, or the apo and holo configuration of an allosteric
protein; here we call these states reference and perturbed state for simplicity.
Parts under mechanical strain become visible by subtracting forces of both states
for each pair of interacting atoms. Changes in force, ∆F are then given by the
equation:
∆Fij = F
pert
ij − F refij . (2.18)
Accordingly, the normalized change in force, ∆fij is defined as
∆fij =
F pertij − F refij
pertij + 
ref
ij
, (2.19)
where  denotes the standard error between independent trajectories, compare
also Section 2.2.3. To be able to map changes in force onto the atoms of a protein
structure, e.g. as a color gradient, a projection of the pair-wise space into the
atom-wise space is required. Such a projection is given by the simple column sum:
∆Fj =
∑
i
|∆Fij |. (2.20)
∆Fj can be seen as the mechanical coupling of an atom j with respect to all other
atoms. We use absolute values in the summation to avoid forces from canceling
each other out. ∆Fj can be visualized by simply writing them as B-factors into a
PDB file, Fig. 2.7A.
Another possibility is to map changes in pair-wise forces as a network on a
protein structure. Pair-wise forces can be seen as edges connecting atoms, and the
force between these atoms is the edge weight. The network of interactions under
strain can then be visualized by drawing an edge between each atom for which
|∆Fij | > cutoff, Fig. 2.7B.
In many cases and in particular for large systems, it is useful to look at forces
between residue pairs instead of atom pairs. This will significantly decrease the
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Figure 2.7: Visualizing force distribution. (A) Mechanical coupling values ∆Fj were
mapped as B-factors onto a PDB structure. Colors range from red for high ∆Fj to blue
for ∆Fj = 0. This form of visualization provides a good overview, but does not contain
information about the exact propagation pathway. This information can be obtained by
(B) mapping the force distribution in a network-like manner onto the structure. Edges
represent atom pairs that show high change in force upon stress application. In this
example backbone-backbone interactions are colored blue and side-chain interactions red
to highlight the individual contributions.
memory requirements of the calculations. A good and straightforward approxi-
mation is to sum up forces Fij , where atom i and atom j must not be part of the
same residue. The result will be a matrix F resuv containing forces between residue
pairs uv. This method is fast and easy, but it will introduce an error as we sum
up vector norms. If required it is possible to re-calculate vectorial forces from the
coordinate trajectories and, based on these, calculate the exact sum. It is often in-
sightful to study the contributions of individual groups to the residue-wise forces,
such as side-chains or backbone atoms. This can easily be achieved by restricting
the summation to atoms within a certain group. We will often analyze the back-
bone strain between residues, or compare side-chain interactions to evolutionary
data, see Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.8 for examples.
Figure 2.8: Bonded forces between
residue pairs along the backbone of
silk crystals. The figure shows the decay of
strain along the backbone of a silk fiber (silk
is discussed in Chapter 4). Only bonded po-
tentials in the backbone were used to calcu-
late forces between residue pairs.
2.2.5 Load bearing interactions
Only a part of all non-bonded interactions contributes to the mechanical stability
of a structure. Due to their non-linearity, non-bonded potentials separate in a
monotonically increasing and a monotonically decreasing region, depending on the
atom distance, see Fig. 2.9. If the atoms are in the monotonically decreasing region,
any application of external force will further separate the atoms, leading to a
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further decrease in interaction energy. Such a potential is thus unable to withstand
mechanical stress. We define potentials that show an increase in interaction energy
upon stress application as resisting. Potentials with a decrease in force are called
non-resisting. Resisting potentials can easily be identified using the formula:
∆F absij = |F pertij | − |F refij | where F pertij · F refij > 0 (2.21)
∆F absij = |F pertij |+ |F refij | where F pertij · F refij < 0. (2.22)
The condition accounts for cases in which the sign of the force changes (repulsive
becomes attractive, and vice versa). All interactions with ∆F abs > 0 are resisting.
Figure 2.9: Force / distance relation of a non-bonded potential. Shown are en-
ergies (red) and forces (blue) for a hydrogen bond potential in OPLS (Coulomb + LJ
interactions). The inflection point of the energy curve corresponds to the maximal force;
the energy minimum to zero force (dotted lines). An interaction only contributes to me-
chanical stability if the force is in the monotonically increasing region (underlaid in gray).
2.2.6 Usage of the FDA code
This section will only give a short outline of the technical usage of FDA. A de-
tailed step by step tutorial is provided on our website1. The FDA code itself is
1http://www.picb.ac.cn/graeter/moldyn website/fda gromacs.htm
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straightforward to use. All that is required is an additional input file to mdrun,
the Gromacs MD engine, specifying a handful of parameters. Gromacs will then
write a trajectory of pair-wise forces. A typical input file will look like:
output_freq = 10
group = Protein
variance = no
In this example we would average forces for Protein atoms over every 10 simulation
steps and then write them out. Setting output_freq to -1 will average forces over
the whole simulation time. If we set variance to yes we obtain a force trajectory
containing only one frame storing the variances in forces over time. Forces for
water are currently not supported, water molecules move fast and thus recording
forces for them is not feasible.
Recording pair-wise forces comes with a considerable overhead (see Section 2.2.7)
and thus FDA is normally done on re-run simulations. This means that a trajec-
tory is calculated conventionally, and afterwards a re-run simulation calculates
forces based on the coordinates read from the trajectory. For average forces calcu-
lated with a coordinate output step of 20 ps we find virtually no difference when
compared to average forces including every single calculation step; i.e the corre-
lation coefficient for I27 forces was > 0.99. This means that converged averages
require exhaustive sampling of the conformational space, but can be obtained with
output intervals in the ps range.
Shipped with FDA-Gromacs, we provide a tool called g_fdatools that allows
for processing and conversion of raw force trajectories. E.g. one can easily sum
up trajectories, calculate standard errors or residues averages. Statistical analysis
can be done in R [42]. Here we provide an R package that allows for easy data
import and processing. Visualization as introduced in Section 2.2.4 can easily be
done using our R functions. A detailed documentation and tutorial is beyond the
scope of this thesis, but both can be found on our website.
2.2.7 Implementation
FDA is implemented as an enhancement to Gromacs-4.0.5 [1]. All code is freely
available under terms of the GNU public license. Importantly, while we here mod-
ified the Gromacs simulation suite to add FDA functionality, virtually any MD
simulation package can be easily modified to include FDA at practically no addi-
tional computational expense. Gromacs is a complex software package developed
by many individuals around the world. As such, one of our fundamental require-
ments was to develop the FDA code as modular as possible. FDA is implemented
by modifying Step 2 of the MD algorithm, Section 2.1.1. The basic idea is to write
out forces between atom pairs prior to summation.
The first difficulty of implementing FDA was that Gromacs uses so-called
“kernels”. Calculating non-bonded forces between all atom pairs makes up for
most of the computation time, and thus Gromacs comes with assembly loops
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(kernels) that are highly optimized for the respective processor architecture. The
best fitting kernel is chosen at compile time. A fallback implementation in C is
available, but runs up to 50% slower. Due to the high complexity of the code,
we decided not to modify the assembly loops. Instead we created a different set
of non-bonded kernels, the pair-wise-force kernels. This ensures modularity and
decreases the risk of errors, as the pair-wise-force kernels will only be called in case
they are really needed. The performance hit of up to 50% is tolerable as FDA is
mostly done on re-run simulations. To speed up calculations, our implementation
optionally can use fast assembly loops where possible. For example, if FDA is done
for a protein, we can still use assembly loops for water-water and water-protein
interactions. Approximate long-range forces calculated with PME are not taken
into account by FDA, see discussion in Section 2.2.
Functions for bonded interactions are implemented in C, and here minor mod-
ifications were sufficient to store pair-wise forces. Angular and dihedral terms are
multi-body forces and we thus use an approximation to map them into a pair-wise
representation. Angles are calculated between atoms ijk and dihedrals between
atoms ijkl. For angles, we only consider the force acting along the direction of
atoms i, k and for dihedrals the force acting in direction of atoms i, l, Fig. 2.10.
This does not provide physically correct forces, but is sufficient to detect even
minor re-arrangements.
Figure 2.10: Approximations for multi-body forces and force matrix imple-
mentation. (A) Angular and dihedral potentials are multi-body forces and cannot be
transformed in a pair-wise representation. We thus use forces in direction i, k for an-
gles and i, l for dihedrals as an approximation. This provides a good measure for an-
gle and dihedral bending. (B) Non-bonded VdW and Coulomb forces are stored sepa-
rately. The right triangle (row > column) is used for VdW interactions, the left triangle
(column > row) is used for Coulomb interactions.
The second difficulty is memory usage. FDA needs to store forces calculated
between all atom pairs, leading to an N × N matrix, where N is the number of
atoms. This would lead to a square increase in memory usage, rendering FDA im-
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possible for larger systems. To overcome this problem, a sparse matrix representa-
tion is used to store forces internally. We employ two sparse matrix types, one used
during the actual MD simulation, and one for post-processing with g_fdatools.
During run-time we need to store a two-dimensional matrix, but during post-
processing we will generally require three dimensions.
The run-time implementation uses a matrix of dimension N ×X, where N is
the number of atoms and X the maximal number of interaction partners, with
X << N for large systems. This provides fast access and linear increase in
memory usage, both which are needed at run-time. Choosing a relatively small X
is possible because we normally employ a cutoff for long-range electrostatics, and
thus the number of interaction partners per atom is limited. Our implementation
will dynamically re-allocate memory if the initial guess for X is too small.
The post-processing implementation is based on an array of lists. Each list
element contains an array storing the force trajectory for a certain interaction Fij .
This ensures minimal memory consumption, at the cost of longer access times, but
fast access is not required during post-processing. Both implementations allow for
storing Coulomb and VdW forces in the same matrix, namely the upper triangle
is used for VdW and the lower triangle for Coulomb forces, Fig. 2.10.
Force trajectories are written in a sparse representation as well, using a binary
format. Forces will be written at regular, user-defined intervals. If the write
interval is larger than the calculation (or rerun) step, forces will be averaged over
this interval. A trajectory thus will consist of a number of frames, each of which
represents a write-step. In short, a frame contains forces, matrix indices and
according interaction types. This allows for quick re-construction of the original
data structure.
We created C libraries for efficient writing, handling and analysis of force
trajectories. These depend on the Gromacs distribution where necessary, but
should be portable to any other MD software with minor effort. At the time
of document creation, the FDA code was still under development. The inter-
ested reader or developer can find the most recent documentation, including fur-
ther details on all data structures and the binary force trajectory format under
http://www.picb.ac.cn/graeter/moldyn website/fda gromacs.htm.
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Chapter3
Mechanical Robustness in Titin
Immunoglobulin Domains
The Master said, To keep old knowledge warm and get new makes the teacher.
Confucius, Book II (XI)
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Mechanically robust proteins are required whenever a cellular structure hasto withstand mechanical load. This is the case for many fibrils, such as actin
filaments and microtubules, but also in muscle tissue. Differences in mechanical
stability define the order in which individual domains unfold. This can be used
to trigger a biochemical response depending on the level of applied force [13,
8]. It was unclear if forces under physiological conditions are sufficient to unfold
proteins. Recently, controlled unfolding of individual domains in the extracellular
matrix [10] and red blood cells [43] could be demonstrated experimentally.
A protein’s resistance to external strain highly depends on its ability to dis-
tribute the applied force within the protein scaffold. A structure in which strain is
uniformly distributed over many interactions will be more robust than a structure
kept together by few load bearing interactions. Obviously, the distribution pattern
depends on the site of force application, and so does the force needed to unfold a
protein [44]. Breakage of a set of load bearing hydrogen bonds is often, but not
necessarily, required in order to unravel a protein structure. We will show how a
network of hydrophobic side-chain interactions is able to directly take up a con-
siderable amount of mechanical load. Moreover, side-chains may shield hydrogen
bonds from being attacked by water molecules and thus indirectly contribute to
the stability [7]. On the example of immunoglobulin domains, which are found in
human muscle, we will describe how mechanisms to provide stability and flexibil-
ity evolved in a protein. The methodology described here is generally applicable,
and can thus serve as a reference for future studies on mechanical properties in
biomolecules.
This thesis presents the first atomic resolution studies on the distribution of
mechanical stress in proteins. Introduction of a new methodology requires careful
testing and validation. Thus, an optimal test system should come with enough
experimental data to compare against our results. On the other hand, given the
immense computational resources required to perform FDA, the system of choice
should be of biological relevance as well. Immunoglobulin (IG) domains fulfill both
requirements. IG domains are common building blocks found in many proteins or
protein assemblies. They are parts of antibodies (or immunoglobulins), and that
is where their name stems from. Here, we will focus on immunoglobulin domains
occurring in titin [45], a muscle protein and the largest protein known.
The basic contractile unit of muscle is the sarcomere, which is built of two major
types of protein lament, the thin and thick filament. The thin filament mainly
consists of nebulin forming large fibers, with actin domains attached. Mechanical
force is generated by various myosins, motor proteins that form the thick fila-
ment. The tails of hundreds of myosin domains are twisted to form these thick
fibrils. Thick laments are cross-linked at the Z-disc and M-line. See Fig. 3.1 for
an schematic overview. Titin is the third type of filament of the sarcomere and
spans half the sarcomere from the Z-line to the M-band, thereby connecting thin
and thick filaments [46, 47]. Straightening and eventually partial unfolding of titin
domains generate passive tension, helping the muscle filaments to re-align after
stress is released [48, 49]. Titin thus plays a major role in muscle elasticity [50].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic structure of a muscle fiber. Muscle fibers are built of
sacromeres, the basic unit of a muscle’s cross-striated myofibril (top). Main components
of the sacromeres are the thin and thick filaments. Both are linked by the giant protein
titin (blue and yellow dots). The thick filament is mainly composed of myosin, molecular
motors that generate the force to slide the filaments against each other, leading to muscle
contraction [14]. More than 150 of the over 300 covalently linked domains titin is made
of are IG domains, forming a long chain (bottom).
Moreover, it protects the components of the sacromere from damage and helps
them to organize.
3.1 Introduction
About half of the more than 300 domains of titin adopt the extremely robust IG-
like fold. Out of these domains, the IG domain I27 has served as a model system to
study protein folding and stability using single molecule force spectroscopy [51, 15,
52, 20]. As such, plenty of experimental data for the wild type and mutants thereof
is available. AFM experiments provided valuable insight into structural parts that
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contribute to mechanical stability. It is well known that large parts of the protein
core play no role for mechanical stability. Yet, a comprehensive understanding
of the mechanical properties is still missing. This is highlighted by the fact that
some mutations, located in parts expected to be important for stability, do not
show any effect on the unfolding force. Key to the understanding of these complex
observations lies in a detailed model for the distribution of mechanical strain within
IG domains. In this Chapter, we outlay how force distribution analysis (FDA) can
be used to disclose strain distribution in a robust protein. Our study fills the gap
between experimental observations and theory, providing an explanation for the
effects seen in mutational studies. The presented methodology is widely applicable
and will serve as a reference to the understanding of the mechanical properties of
a wide range of proteins.
Until recently, the only available I27 structure was based on NMR data. All
experimental studies and resulting models for I27 unfolding were based on this
structure. A drawback hereby is that refinement of NMR structures heavily relies
on computational modeling and simulation, and thus NMR structures are known
to be generally less accurate than high-resolution crystal structures. Atomic reso-
lution FDA relies on an accurate three dimensional picture of atomic interactions.
In collaboration with the group of Matthias Wilmanns, EMBL Hamburg, we have
determined the first high resolution crystal structure of I27, a cornerstone for the
interpretation of force spectroscopy experiments and crucial for our analysis.
The sparse mechanical network spanning the I27 structure is reminiscent of
the molecular networks revealed by statistical coupling analysis on multiple se-
quence alignments [53, 54]. Such networks of evolutionarily coupled residues have
been proposed to reflect dynamic or energetic couplings along signaling pathways
in proteins [55, 56, 57]. A direct relation of coevolution with molecular behav-
ior, however, remains to be found. We compare the obtained pattern of force
propagation with a network of coevolved residues found in the IG domain family,
and find strongly coevolved residues to play a dominant role in force distribution.
We therefore suggest internal strain propagation to present a first microscopic
interpretation of a coevolved network in a protein with mechanical function.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations
Simulations were carried out using Gromacs 3.3.1 [58]. The OPLS all atom force
field [30] for the protein and the TIP4P [59] water model were employed. The
crystal structure of I27 (PDB-entry 1WAA) was used as starting structure for all
simulations. Simulation times were 20 ns for equilibrium and FCMD simulations.
A constant force of 300 pN was applied to both terminal residues in opposing di-
rection. The applied force was low enough to keep the protein structure intact and
no partial rupture events were seen during the simulation time. Simulations were
run in the NpT ensemble, temperature was kept constant at 300K by coupling to
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the Berendsen thermostat [60]. The pressure was kept constant at p = 1 bar using
anisotropic coupling to a Berendsen barostat [60] with τp = 1.0 ps and a compress-
ibility of 4.5 10−5 bar−1 in the x, y, and z directions. In FPMD simulations of the
I27 mutants all bonds were constrained using the LINCS [61] algorithm; an inte-
gration timestep of 2 fs was used. No constraints and an integration timestep of 1 fs
was used for equilibrium and FCMD simulations. Lennard-Jones interactions were
calculated using a cutoff of 10 A˚. At a distance smaller than 10 A˚, electrostatic in-
teractions were calculated explicitly, whereas long-range electrostatic interactions
were calculated by Particle-Mesh Ewald summation [33]. System coordinates were
saved every 10 ps.
The X-ray structure of I27 (PDB-entry 1WAA) was used as starting structure
for all simulations. Protonation states of histidines were determined by optimizing
the hydrogen bond network using Whatif [62]. All mutations were done using
Whatif, starting from the equilibrated structure. Structures were solvated in a
triclinic box with dimensions 55× 55× 100 A˚, containing ∼ 40,000 atoms. Sodium
and chloride ions corresponding to a physiological ion strength of 100mM were
added. An energy minimization of 1000 steps using the steepest descent algorithm
was followed by a 400 ps MD simulation with harmonical restraints on the protein
heavy atoms with a force constant of k=1000 kJmol−1 nm2 to equilibrate water
and ions. For mutants, this simulation was followed by a 1 ns MD simulation with
the same harmonical constraints on backbone atoms only. A subsequent free MD
simulation of 5 ns length was performed to equilibrate the whole system, during
which the protein backbone root mean-square deviation (RMSD) was monitored.
All mutants remained stable during free MD, with a heavy atom RMSD to the
starting structure < 2 A˚ for all structures (Appendix, TableA.2). For each run,
new velocities were chosen form a random distribution using Gromacs, followed
by a 400 ps MD simulation with restraints on protein heavy atoms as described
above. During unfolding simulations partial rupture at the N-terminus that leads
to the intermediate state was measured by means of the distance between the Cα
of S26 and the backbone N of E3. Rupture of the A’G strand was measured by
monitoring the length of the V13-K85 hydrogen bond.
Mutants were partially unfolded during a 12 ns FPMD simulation with a har-
monic spring potential applied on both terminal residues, with a spring constant
of k = 500 kJmol−1 nm−1. The springs were moved with a constant velocity of
0.02 A˚ ps−1 each.
3.2.2 Force distribution analysis
We used a modified version of Gromacs-3.3.1 to write out forces Fij between
each atom pair i and j. Average forces were written out every 10 ps. To obtain
converged averages, forces for each atom pair were averaged for each trajectory
and afterwards over all pulling and equilibrium trajectories, respectively. Changes
in forces, ∆Fij , were then obtained as the difference in pair wise forces between
the strained and relaxed state. Forces were normalized by the standard error
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between individual trajectories. Theory and function of the FDA code, including
normalization, are given in Section 2.2.
Side chain forces were calculated by summing up forces Fij for each pair of
side-chains, where atom i and atom j must not be part of the same residue. The
force between side-chains u and v is then denoted F scuv, the normalized variant
f scuv. We then define the mechanical coupling for residue v as the absolute sum
∆f scv =
∑
v |F scuv|.
3.2.3 Statistical Coupling Analysis (SCA)
Coupling analysis was carried out as described by Ranganathan and cowork-
ers [53, 54]. SCA assigns a “statistical coupling energy” ∆∆E to each position in
a multiple sequence alignment. ∆∆E is determined upon perturbation by removal
of sequences of the alignment that changes the amino acid distribution at a spe-
cific position. If the observed amino acid distribution at position b changes with
respect to perturbation at position a, these positions are “coupled”. Intuitively,
if evolution changed residue a it is also likely to change residue b to maintain the
protein’s functionality, i.e. a and b are statistically dependent throughout evolu-
tion. We perform a set of small perturbations to the MSA by removing one row
at a time. Each perturbation results in a small fluctuation of ∆∆E values for
each position. The matrix containing perturbations versus ∆∆E fluctuations is
referred to as perturbation matrix, and PCA was done on this matrix. We then
define the coupling score between two positions as the cross product of the two
∆∆E trajectories, which is the norm of the two position vectors in perturbation
space.
We perform SCA on two sets of sequences. The first, IGtitin, contains the
sequences of all 152 IG domains in human muscle titin (UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
Q8WZ42). The second more general alignment IGdiverse was chosen from the IG
I-set (Pfam id: PF07679) family by similarity to I27 and contains 282 sequences.
Hereto a Blast [63] search against all sequences from the I-set family was done
and sequences with e-score < 1.00 were selected. All sequences with similarity
> 90% to any other sequence were removed. SCA requires the set of sequences
to be sufficiently diverse. Further the set of sequences should be well balanced,
in the sense that the average similarity to all other sequences should be roughly
the same for each sequence. We checked the diversity of sequences within the
IGtitin and IGdiverse alignments and found it to be comparable to results published
earlier. I.e. the average sequence similarity within IG domains of human titin of
0.46 compares well with the average similarity of 0.48 for the alignment of PDZ-
domain sequences used by Ranganathan and Coworkers [53]. Fig. 3.2C shows that
the variance in average sequence similarity is low, indicating that both alignments
are well balanced. To assess the alignment quality, we calculated the sequence
entropy [64], a measure for conservation at each positon, and again find it to
be very comparable with data published earlier (PDZ = 1.95, IGtitin = 1.95,
IGdiverse = 1.93). Sequences were aligned using Dialign [65], which is reported to
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Figure 3.2: Quality assessment for the multiple alignments. The average sequence
similarity for IGtitin and IGdiverse is comparable with the PDZ alignment published by
Ranganathan and Coworkers.
perform well on local sequence alignments [66]. In the final alignments, no position
aligned to the I27 sequence contained more than 50% gaps.
3.2.4 Correlation with side chain forces
For the calculation of correlations with inter-side chain forces the terminal residues
which were directly subjected to force and the ultra-conserved W34 were excluded.
Hierarchical cluster analysis was done using Ward’s algorithm [67] as implemented
in R (R Development Core Team). At each step in the analysis, the method con-
siders the union of every possible cluster pair, and the two clusters with minimal
square sum of error are combined. The city-block metric was used as distance
measure. For the comparison of ∆f sc with residue conservation, conservation was
calculated using Shannon entropy.
3.2.5 Experimental structure determination
In collaboration with the Wilmanns lab, EMBL Hamburg, the I27 structure was
determined by X-ray diffraction. Residues 5253-5341 of human cardiac titin I27
(renumbered 1-89 for simplicity) were expressed, purified and crystallized. Crys-
tals belonged to P212121 space group and X-ray data up to a maximum resolution
of 1.8 A˚ were collected on beam-line BW7B (EMBL, Hamburg, DESY) at a wave-
length of 0.841 A˚ at 100K. One segment of 90◦ was sliced in 0.5◦ rotation steps
to give complete and redundant data.
The I27 structure was determined by molecular replacement with AMORE [68]
using as search model a representative structure from a previously determined
NMR ensemble (PDB-entry 1TIT [69]). Since the I27 NMR structure contained
two mutations not present in the wild type titin sequence (A42T, T78A), the se-
quence in our I27 structure was modified accordingly. The model has been refined
to a final R-factor of 0.211 and R-free of 0.268 (Appendix, TableA.1). Upon con-
vergence, the maximum-likelihood coordinate error estimation is 0.15 A˚.
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Detailed expression and structure refinement protocols are given in our recent
publication [39].
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Overall structure of I27
The crystal structure of wild-type human cardiac muscle I27 (residues 5253-5341,
renumbered to 1-89 for simplicity) has been solved by our collaborators. We
here shortly outline structural properties for the discussion of the molecular force
distribution below. The structure was solved to 1.8 A˚ by molecular replacement,
Fig. 3.4A. There are six I27 molecules in the asymmetric unit arranged around
the local non-crystallographic 6-fold axis, with the N-termini of I27 closest to the
local axis and the C-termini pointing outward. The entire amino acid sequence
from residue 1-89 is visible in electron density (except L89 in chain E), as well
as an additional 3-4 residues left from the TEV cleavage site after the N-terminal
H6-tag (-AMA- in chain A; none in chain B; and -GAMA- in chains C-F, see
Methods). The crystal structure reveals the well-known IG-like fold of the titin I-
band IG domains and closely resembles the structure of the average NMR ensemble
published earlier (PDB code 1TIT [69]); with 1.23 A˚ root mean square distance
(RMSD) between Cα carbons from all superposed residues Fig. 3.3. The largest
Figure 3.3: Differences from the NMR ensemble. Root mean square distance
between Cα carbons of the NMR ensemble (1TIT) and the newly determined crystal
structure of I27.
distance (3.66 A˚ for G53) is explained by the presence of a drastically different
turn conformation between strands D and E, removing this turn (residues 52-
55) reduces global RMSD to 1.05 A˚. As a comparison, the RMSD between non-
crystallographic symmetry-related chains in the I27 crystal structure ranges from
0.16-0.35 A˚. Residues involved in the H-bond pairing across the A’G strand have
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RMSD between 0.6-1.4 A˚ (res. 11-16) and 0.5-1.5 A˚ (res. 78-87). After globally
fitting to the wild-type backbone, the RMSD at the position of the two mutations
encountered in the NMR structure (A42T, T78A) is 0.4 and 0.6 A˚ respectively.
Crystallographic refinement statistics are given in the Appendix, Table A.1.
Figure 3.4: Crystal structure and force propagation in I27. (A) Crystal structure
of I27 (PDB-entry 1WAA). Mechanical load during MD simulations is applied to I27 by
pulling the termini with a constant force as indicated. All protein structures were plotted
using PyMOL [70]. (B) Signal-to-noise ratio of atomic forces after mechanical loading and
equilibration. The dimensionless normalized force signal, ∆f , per atom after summing
over all atom pairs is measured by the difference in atomic forces between strained and
relaxed state (blue), and is compared to noise, estimated from normalized differences
between two sets of equilibrium trajectories (gray). (C) The raw force signal, ∆F , with
noise plotted in gray. Comparison with the normalized signal in (B) shows that the overall
force distribution pattern is not affected by normalization, see Methods for details.
The present crystal structure of I27 represents an improved model for further
studies because it does not contain potential structural perturbations introduced
by unwanted mutations, and due to the high quality diffraction data, with overall
coordinate error of 0.15 A˚. Overall, there are more and shorter H-bonds in the
crystal structure comparing to the previously described NMR structure [69]. An
additional H-bond between E3 and S26 and a stronger bond between K6 and E24
are found between strands A and B. While the hydrogen bonding between the
A’ and G strand largely overlap, the interaction between Y9-N83 is absent but
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E12-K87 are within interaction distance, the latter supposedly adding resistance.
Of the two residues mutated in the NMR structure, T78 (first residue of strand
G) makes a side chain H-bond interaction with the carbonyl oxygen of L2 (preced-
ing strand A) which is absent in the NMR structure and which could potentially
add further mechanical resistance to I27. The implications of the differences ob-
served between the interaction networks of both I27 structures for atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and MD studies are obvious, since site-directed mutagenesis
of the residues involved in those interactions has been used as a tool to discern
the mechanical properties of I27.
3.3.2 Force distribution
To elucidate distribution of mechanical stress in the titin I27 domain, we directly
calculate forces Fij between each pair of atoms i and j during MD simulations of
the high-resolution crystal structure of I27 described above, compare Section 2.2.
The propagation of the externally applied mechanical perturbation is measured
as the change in pairwise forces upon applying external stress, ∆Fij , defined as
the difference between the average force in the strained state and the relaxed
state as obtained from equilibrium and force clamp MD simulations, respectively,
Fig. 3.4. In the strained state, as in vivo, force is applied to the termini of I27
in opposing direction. It remains controversial if IG domains in muscle titin ever
fully unfold under physiological forces [71, 72, 73]. We here are interested in the
force propagation within the fully folded protein, the physiologically relevant force-
bearing structure. To this end, we apply a constant force of 300 pN, low enough to
keep the protein structure intact. Importantly, no break in the AB strand, which
is known as the first rupture event during I27 unfolding [74], was seen during
20 ns of simulation time. The heavy atom RMSD between average equilibrium
and FCMD structures was ∼ 1.6 A˚ for all simulations. For convergence, forces
were averaged over ten equilibrium and eight FCMD trajectories, each 20 ns in
length, respectively. To reduce noise further, mainly resulting from slow side
chain fluctuations, data were normalized by the standard error as described in
Section 2.2. Dimensionless normalized changes in force are denoted ∆f .
Regarding the previously established importance of of inter-sheet hydrogen
bonding for mechanical robustness [74], the highly resolved non-bonded interac-
tion in the crystal structure are important for the atomic detail force propagation
network we are analyzing here. Fig. 3.5B shows the normalized force distribu-
tion along the protein sequence, ∆fj , obtained from summing over all changes
of pairwise forces of atom j upon stress application. The high signal-to-noise ra-
tio indicates statistical significance of the data, with a remaining average error
< 35 of normalized force estimated from equilibrium data. Importantly, the force
distribution pattern forms a spatially connected network of residues (Fig. 3.5A).
The overwhelming majority of force signals are part of a network spanning the
protein between the stretched termini, suggesting that the network indeed reflects
propagation of the external stress into the structure. Remarkably, the mechanical
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network is sparse in the sense that large parts of the protein including strands C,
D, E and F are not part of the network and thus apparently play no direct role in
mechanical stability (Fig. 3.5B).
Figure 3.5: Force distribution in I27. (A) Graph representation of changes in inter-
atomic forces, ∆fij , observed upon mechanical perturbation of I27. Edges connect non-
bonded atom pairs with ∆fij > 4. The protein surface is shown in gray. (B) Changes
in atomic forces, ∆f , mapped onto the protein structure. Colors range from blue for
elements outside the mechanical network with ∆f = 0 to red for force bearing elements
with high ∆f . (C) Graph representation of ∆fij displayed as edges as in (A). I27 is shown
as cartoon. Edges connecting main-chain atoms are colored blue, those connecting side
chain atoms are colored red. Mechanical load at the C-terminus is mainly taken up by
main-chain interactions around the A’G strand, whereas at the N-terminal side forces are
primarily propagating into the protein core by side chain interactions.
The pattern is found to be highly anisotropic, with the terminal strands passing
the tension along the strands adjacent to the force application sites and partially
into the protein core through a connected network of mainly hydrophobic interac-
tions spanning between I2, V4, N77, I23, L25, V30, W34, H56, F73 and T78 from
the N-terminal side and V11, A19, F21, L60, M67, and L84 from the C-terminal
side. We observe very different mechanisms of force distribution for the A’G and
AB strands (Fig. 3.5C). The A’G strand, known to be crucial for mechanical re-
sistance [74], forms a mechanical clamp. Under load it shows a strong increase in
inter-strand H-bond (blue) and side chain forces (red). This is accompanied by
a stiffening of the strand and neighboring residues as reflected by decreased root
mean square fluctuations, Fig. 3.6. In contrast, the AB strand, even though it has
been shown to be the first point of rupture of the IG fold, does not show any major
contribution to mechanical stability (Fig. 3.5C), in agreement with experimental
data [75]. Instead, force applied at the N-terminus is directly deflected into the
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Figure 3.6: Stiffening of force bearing parts. Stiffening under load in I27 is indicated
by decreased root mean square fluctuations (RMSF). The observed decrease in RMSF
corresponds well with the force distribution pattern. (A) Differences in RMSF between
equilibrium and force clamp simulations plotted along the protein sequence. (B) RMSF
differences color coded on the I27 structure. Colors range from blue for no change to red
for high change. Data are averages over 10 equilibrium and 8 FCMD simulations, with 20
ns simulation time each.
protein core via mainly hydrophobic side chain interactions (red edges) between
strands A and G, bypassing the AB inter-strand hydrogen bonds, what again in-
volves stiffening (Fig. 3.6). This illustrates that rupture points are not necessarily
involved in taking up large conformational load. Interestingly, signal propagation
via side chain interactions involving stiffening of connected residues was previously
observed experimentally in another globular protein [76]. A number of structural
features, such as the A’G interstrand hydrogen bonds or the interactions involving
T78, which was absent in the NMR structure due to the T78A mutation, are part
of the force-bearing network. The determination of a refined crystal structure thus
served as an important basis for our force distribution analysis.
3.3.3 Comparison of the mechanical with the evolutionary net-
work in IG domains
Sparse networks which span protein molecular structures in a spatially connected
and anisotropic way have been previously observed for evolutionary couplings [53,
54]. An obvious assumption is that coevolved and therefore presumedly func-
tionally important residues are involved in distributing and sustaining mechanical
stress in IG domains. We tested this by comparing the force distribution pattern
with evolutionary data from the IG domain family. Statistical coupling analysis
(SCA) [53, 54] was performed to identify coevolved residues. As a measure of
coevolution, the impact of a perturbation in the amino acid frequency at one site
in a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) on the frequency at another site is used,
here termed statistical coupling energy ∆∆E. We constructed an MSA denoted
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IGtitin containing sequences from the 152 IG domains found in human muscle titin.
We thereby restricted the sequences to those evolved for the specific function of
bearing mechanical load.
Mapping of the highly coupled residues on the I27 structure shows many of the
couplings to span a spatially connected network between physically close residues
residing in the protein core. In contrast, a subset of coevolved residues was found
to couple distantly. It apparently belongs to a conserved IG-IG interaction inter-
face, which becomes obvious when mapping coevolved residues onto two adjacent
IG domains (PDB-entry 2RIK [77], Fig. 3.7B). Indeed principal component anal-
ysis on the perturbation matrix (see Methods) clearly separates a subset from the
bulk that coincides with the interaction interface, namely residues G16, E27, P28,
M67, G69, N77, and S80 (Fig. 3.7A). For direct comparison with FDA, which was
restricted to interactions within one domain, we exclude these interface residues
from further analysis. We compared the evolutionary network with the force dis-
Figure 3.7: Coevolved interaction interface. (A) Principal component analysis on
the perturbation matrix (see Methods) separates a set of residues along the first com-
ponent (gray numbers). (B) Mapping these residues on the adjacent titin domains I67
and I68 (PDB-Code 2RIK [77]) reveals that they apparently belong to a conserved IG-IG
interaction interface. Interaction interface residues are marked as gray spheres. Edges
connect highly coevolved residues (red spheres) with ∆∆E > 0.7.
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tribution pattern in I27; hereto we restricted our analysis to inter side chain forces,
∆f sc (see Section 2.2), as evolution mainly optimizes side chains. A distinct group
of residues with highest evolutionary couplings, residues I23, V4, F73, I2, V30, and
L84, were found to mainly couple among each other and to clearly separate from
the bulk, as indicated by hierarchical clustering analysis on the coevolution data
(Fig. 3.8A) Remarkably, these evolutionarily strongly connected residues show a
very strong response to the applied mechanical perturbation, being among those
showing highest changes in force distribution values (Fig. 3.8B). This suggests that
evolutionary and force distribution analysis show an overlapping set of residues
which are crucial for mechanical robustness (Fig. 3.8C).
Figure 3.8: Overlap of the mechanical and coevolutionary network. (A)
Heatmap of the clustered, symmetric coupling matrix containing ∆∆E values for each pair
of residues, interaction interface residues were excluded. The cluster containing residues
important for mechanical stability is marked in blue (augmented plot). Heatmap col-
ors range from blue for ∆∆E = 0 to yellow for high ∆∆E values. (B) Comparison of
evolutionary and mechanical couplings. Inter-side chain forces ∆f sc and evolutionary
couplings ∆∆E are shown as barplots and sorted in descending order; interface residues
were excluded. The six residues forming a highly connected cluster via evolutionary cou-
plings, colored blue, are found to be among the highest ∆f sc values. The average error
in the (dimensionless) ∆f sc values is < 5 as estimated from equilibrium data (Fig. 3.5B).
(C) Structural overlap of the evolutionary with the mechanical network. The six clustered
residues shown in blue in (B) mapped as spheres / sticks onto the 1WAA structure. Sticks
are colored with ∆f sc and spheres with ∆∆E. SCA identifies the six residues as highly
coevolved, edges show couplings between these residues with ∆∆E > 0.7. The secondary
structure was colored with ∆f sc to give an overview of the overall force distribution.
The overall comparison of evolutionary couplings with inter-residue forces of all
IG residues indicates a connection of the evolutionary with the mechanical network
as well. ∆∆E and ∆f sc show a significant correlation, shown in Fig. 3.9A, with
a correlation coefficient of R = 0.52 (t = 5.56 and p < 10−7 for 86 data points as
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calculated using student’s t-test). This correlation is remarkable, regarding that
the two data sets, from molecular simulations and sequence analysis, are com-
pletely independent. Furthermore, constraints acting on the evolution of proteins
can be expected to be of manifold nature and thus to blur the correlation. One of
these additional constraints is the optimization of the IG-IG interaction interface.
Indeed, excluding the interfacial residues (see above) increases the correlation co-
efficient to R = 0.60 (with t = 6.62 and p < 10−7 for 79 data points). For the same
reason, the correlation is expected to weaken when including sequences into the
alignment that are not necessarily designed to bear mechanical load. To test this,
we constructed a second more diverse alignment denoted IGdiverse, containing 282
sequences with high similarity to the I27 structure. Results from coupling analysis
for IGtitin and IGdiverse overlap (Fig. 3.9), suggesting that the observed conserva-
tion pattern is robust with regard to the MSA. We observe a lower correlation
for IGdiverse than for IGtitin (0.37 vs. 0.52) corroborating our conclusion that the
overlap found between evolutionary couplings and force distribution reflects an
optimization for mechanical robustness of IG domains. Similarly, overlap of ∆f sc
with overall residue conservation is low (R = 0.18), suggesting that it is the net-
work rather than individual residues that are important for mechanical stability.
Figure 3.9: Correlation of the evolutionary and mechanical network. (A) Cor-
relation of evolutionary ∆∆E values with inter side-chain forces ∆f sc . Plotted are ∆∆E
versus ∆f sc including (left) and excluding (right) interaction interface residues, yielding
correlation coefficients of R=0.52 and R=0.60. The lines show the fit of a linear model to
the data. (B) Correlation between pair-wise statistical coupling ∆∆E values for IGtitin
and IGdiverse, yielding a correlation coefficient of R=0.65. The line shows the fit of a linear
model to the data.
An alternative explanation for the observed correlation could be packing in-
teractions of core residues that give rise to both, high evolutionary dependencies
and high inter-residue forces. In particular, coevolution has been suggested to
primarily reflect packing interactions or constraints from structural integrity or
thermodynamic stability. We however find the correlation between ∆∆E and
packing density, measured as the number of close atomic contacts in I27 (within
a 6 A˚ cutoff), to be low, with R = 0.23. The correlation of ∆∆E with ∆f sc
of R = 0.52 is significantly higher (p < 0.05), and thus can barely, if at all, be
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explained by packing density. Similarly, changes in thermodynamic fold stability
of I27 upon point mutation, as measured previously for 29 residues [78], do not
correlate with ∆∆E (R = 0.19). Instead, we find the fold stability to correlate
significantly with the number of close contacts (R = 0.71). Consequently, while
thermodynamic stability can be largely explained by core packing constraints, the
evolutionary couplings can not be considered to reflect a simple spatial relation-
ship or thermodynamic constraints. While mechanical and evolutionary couplings
are mainly found between residues vicinal in the structure, vicinity in turn is not
an indicator for strong coupling.
3.3.4 Unfolding simulations of I27 mutants
By force distribution and coevolution analysis, we have identified the force-bearing
scaffold of IG domains. The analysis predicts these residues to be crucial for
mechanical function. We therefore expected a loss in mechanical stability upon
their mutation, and directly tested this by forced unfolding of I27 in-silico mutants
in force-probe MD (FPMD) simulations [25].
We here considered the force distribution of the native state as the physiologi-
cally most relevant state of IG. We thus monitored force changes for the rupture of
the AB strand, the primary unfolding event [74], and of the A’G strand, whose rup-
ture is visible as the highest force peak in AFM experiments, upon in-silico point
mutations. We selected the nine residues with highest ∆f sc values, which include
the cluster of highly coevolved residues, and performed at least 10 independent
FPMD simulations for each candidate after mutation to alanine. For most of the
mutants we observed statistically significantly lower forces (p < 0.01 in student’s
t-test, Table 3.1) required to unfold into the intermediate state, Fig. 3.10AandB.
Interestingly, three of the residues with high ∆f sc instead show little change in
mechanical resistance upon mutation. In addition, none of the mutations gave rup-
ture forces smaller than 500 pN. This may reflect the robustness of the mechanical
network to local perturbations, allowing it to re-balance load. We performed six
control simulations of residues which featured low ∆f sc values despite their loca-
tion in the protein core. As expected, none or only minor decreases in rupture
forces are found, with an overall destabilization significantly lower than for the
nine selected high ∆f sc candidates (p < 0.03, Fig. 3.10B).
Several residues located in the A’G strand show a high degree of force distri-
bution into the protein core, including F21 and L84, as indicated by their high
∆f sc signal, in contrast to the common notion of the primary importance of inter-
strand hydrogen bonding. Indeed, removing the hydrophobic contacts of F21 and
L84 results in significantly decreased rupture force of the A’G strand (Fig. 3.11A).
This renders F21 and L84 interesting targets for further experimental studies and
stresses our observation that specific core interactions are important force-bearing
interactions.
Force spectroscopy experiments mainly probe the later step of unfolding of the
intermediate via the C-terminal A’G strand rupture, since it involves the highest
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Table 3.1: t-tests for unfolding forces of in-silico mutants
Mutation t-value p-value t-value A’G p-value A’G
intermediate intermediate rupture rupture
I2A 5.5 < 10−4 -1.7 0.11
I23A 2.7 0.01 0.9 0.38
L25A 5.1 < 10−4 0.3 0.74
V30A 0.8 0.46 0.1 0.89
L84A 3.5 0.002 3.4 0.002
L78A 0.9 0.38 1.3 0.22
F73A -0.7 0.47 0.2 0.82
F21A 2.1 0.04 3.0 0.006
V4A 4.9 < 10−4 0.6 0.57
V13A 1.5 0.13 2.4 0.02
V86A 1.9 0.06 2.2 0.04
I49A 1.3 0.2 1.9 0.07
V71A 2.2 0.04 1.8 0.08
L41A 1.1 0.3 1.4 0.17
L58A 0.2 0.82 0.7 0.49
The table shows t- and p-values from t-tests against wild-type I27 unfolding forces.
Data were obtained from 15 independent unfolding simulations for the wild type
and at least 10 independent simulations for in-silico mutants. We tested forces
needed for transition to the intermediate and for rupture of the AG strand that
leads to complete unfolding.
rupture forces [74]. For validating our FPMD simulations with experimental data,
we monitored rupture forces of this unfolding step. We included additional in-silico
mutations for comprehensive comparison with a series of AFM experiments done
by Clarke and coworkers [75]. Our results are in good agreement with their data,
with a significantly decreased rupture force only found for the V13A and V86A
mutants (Fig. 3.11B), but not for the others.
3.4 Conclusions
We present here the first force distribution network in a protein at atomic detail,
thereby revealing the force-bearing scaffold rendering I27 mechanically robust.
The network is in good agreement with previous experimental results [75, 52]
and provides a basis for the choice of mutants to rationally alter the mechanical
response, even at sites distant from force application. Our FDA results can be
directly tested by force probe experiments of such mutants, and can in future
allow the design of proteins having specific mechanical stability and response. It
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Figure 3.10: Forces needed for transition into the intermediate state measured
for a selected set of in-silico mutations. (A) ∆f sc values for the mutated residues
sorted in descending order. The nine residues with highest ∆f sc , for which decreased
rupture forces are expected, are colored gray. (B) Rupture forces observed for transition
into the intermediate. The majority of the nine residues with highest ∆f sc shows a
significant decrease in rupture forces comparing to the wild-type (WT), while residues
with significantly lower ∆f sc show less impact onto rupture forces upon mutation. The
overall decrease comparing to the WT and to the six negative controls is statistically
significant (p < 0.01 and p < 0.03, respectively, student’s t-test on cumulative rupture
force data. For individual p-values, see Table 3.1).
can also help in explaining and engineering stability in biological as well as syn-
thetic materials, such as demonstrated for silk or polymers in Chapter 4. Previous
attempts to detect force distribution in proteins have been restricted to elastic
network models [79, 80, 81], which assume linear elasticity of the interactions. Im-
portantly, we find the non-linear nature of non-bonded interactions to give rise to
stiffening of structural motifs, compare also Section 2.2.5. Examining the extent of
non-linearity in the mechanical response of IG and other proteins by determining
the force pattern as a function of external stress will be the subject of future stud-
ies, and will allow the development of coarse-grain models without the need for
assuming harmonic interaction potentials. Furthermore, while in elastic network
models sequence specificity is either neglected [79] or taken into account implicitly
by modifying inter-residue force constants [80, 81], our pairwise atomic analysis is
directly sensitive towards residue types.
The mechanical response of I27 appears to be remarkably robust with regard
to point mutations within the force distribution network, which lower the rupture
force never by more than ∼ 30%. In particular, a small subset of highly force
bearing residues (V30, F73, L78) do not cause any loss of overall stability upon
mutation. This suggests a certain redundancy or plasticity of the mechanical
network. Biological networks ranging from interaction networks to gene regulatory
networks are increasedly well characterized and understood [82, 83]. The force
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of in-
silico rupture forces for the A’G
strand with experimental data.
(A) Our simulations predict decreased
stability of the A’G strand for 5 residues
near the A’G strand, rendering them
interesting targets for further experi-
mental studies. The figure shows these
residues mapped as sticks on the I27
structure. F21, L84 and V71 are
colored blue, the experimentally vali-
dated V13 and V86 are colored red.
(B) Changes in rupture force (∆Frup)
from experiment and simulation plot-
ted against each other. The line shows
a fit of the data to a linear model. Ex-
perimental data for a pulling speed of
10nms−1 were extracted from Figure 3,
Best et al. 2003 [75].
network described in this study represents a new type of biological network, which
asks for graph theoretical analysis to further clarify its function, including splits,
redundancy, hubs, and other properties.
Networks of coevolved residues and their relevance for protein stability and
function have been exhaustively analyzed for many proteins [53, 54, 56, 84, 85, 86].
It has been suggested that the molecular mechanism by which coevolved residues
couple is of dynamic or energetic nature [55]. Couplings in binding free ener-
gies [87] have not yet been unambiguously correlated with evolutionary couplings.
Recently, attempts have been made to compare couplings in dynamic fluctuations
with evolutionary couplings [88]. In contrast to the notion of functional protein
fluctuations propagating force, we here propose the stiffness, i.e. the static nature,
of the force-bearing scaffold to be functionally crucial (Fig. 3.6). The relevance of
this first molecular interpretation of evolutionary design for other proteins, with
mechanical, allosteric, or other functions, remains to be investigated.
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Chapter4
Mechanical Properties of Silk
The Master said, Yu, shall I teach thee what is wisdom? To know what we know,
and know what we do not know, is wisdom.
Confucius, Book II (XVII)
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In the previous Chapter we have demonstrated how the propagation of internalforces defines the flexibility and mechanical robustness of titin immunoglobu-
lins. The same methodology should in principle be applicable to a wide range
of synthetic and biological polymers. Learning about the internal distribution of
strain, thereby identifying the properties defining mechanical function, is again a
pre-requisite for rational design of functional polymers. In this chapter we will
demonstrate how force distribution analysis (FDA) can be used to systematically
analyze the mechanical behavior of silk, a bio-polymer. We will demonstrate how
a relatively simple geometric relationship can be exploited to alter flexibility and
resistance against rupture. Silk is a co-polymer built of regular amino acid se-
quences, what makes it directly accessible with conventional bio-chemical force
fields. This ensures full compatibility with the previously presented methodology.
Silk proteins build up the most resilient yet elastic fibers known [89, 90]. Un-
derstanding the intricate correlation of the elastic response with the complex nano-
scale protein structure of silk fibers has remained a challenge. Relating the ex-
traordinary fiber mechanics to the underlying molecular architecture is a requisite
for rationally altering properties of natural silk fibers and for designing artificial
analogues. Similar to Nylon, silk is a polyamide and thus the results reported here
are potentially relevant for industrially produced polymers.
4.1 Introduction
Silk proteins produced from different insect species share a common protein se-
quence and fiber architecture (Fig. 4.1A+B). The most commonly studied repre-
sentatives of are spider drag line silk and cocoon silk from the silk worm bombyx
mori. Repeat units of six to nine amino acids in length, from alanine or from
alternating alanine and glycine residues, for spider and bombyx mori silk, respec-
tively, build up highly ordered β-sheet rich crystalline units (Fig. 4.1C) [91, 92, 93].
These crystals are connected by and embedded into an amorphous matrix of dis-
ordered proteins from non-repetitive sequence motifs. The ratio of β-sheet versus
matrix forming motifs in the silk block copolymer sequence as well as the spin-
ning process define the relative amount of β-sheet. The transition from highly
ordered β-sheet crystals to the disordered region appears to be blurred and to
involve semi-crystalline regions [94]. Crystals of a few nanometers in size with
highly ordered β-strands oriented along the fiber axis have been found by X-ray
analysis to constitute 10-15% of silk fibers [95], with the overall β-sheet content
amounting to 40–50% for spider and silkworm silk, respectively [96]. While the
ratio of anti-parallel and parallel β-sheets remains largely unknown for most silk
types, solid-state NMR experiments suggested roughly a 2:1 ratio of anti-parallel
to parallel conformations in wild silkworm fibers, independent of fiber stretch [97].
The crystalline units crosslink the protein chains in the fiber via hydrogen
bonding. In a stretched fiber, the external force propagates along the fiber axis by
straightening the disordered protein chains and subjecting the cystalline β-sheet
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Figure 4.1: Silk structure and simulation systems. (A) Silk is one of the toughest
materials known, and has evolved in nature for manifold purposes, from predation to pro-
tection. In courtesy of Michael Goduscheit. (B) Silk proteins form an amorphous matrix
of disordered segments, into which crystalline units are embedded and serve as crosslinks,
depicted as boxes. (C)All atom models of silk crystalline units in cartoon representa-
tion, in both anti-parallel (upper) and parallel (lower) arrangement. (D)Representative
MD simulation system of crystalline unit models, water is shown in transparent surface
representation.
regions to a tensile force along the β-strand axis. Their elastic modulus in silkworm
silk has been recently determined by X-ray diffraction experiments [98]. The
extraordinary resilience of silk fibers is assumed to be encompassed by the strong
and stiff crystalline units, taking up the mechanical load in stretched fibers as
stiffness attracts force and thereby protecting against failure. Theoretical studies
that focus on mechanical properties of silk have been restricted to simple models
to date [99]. A recent study on the related amyloid fibers has shed light onto
the mechanics of β-sheet dominated fibers [100, 101]. The molecular basis of the
rupture strength and stiffness of β-sheet stacks as they occur in silk is currently
unknown. What are the forces necessary to fracture silk protein crystals? How
does the force distribute through such a structure and what are the force-bearing
molecular interactions?
We here present atomic-detail models of the crystalline units of bombyx mori
and spider drag line silk, in both parallel and anti-parallel arrangement. We de-
termine and compare the rupture forces, backbone pull-out resistance and internal
force distribution from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We then develop
simplified model structures to dissect the contributions of hydrogen bond geome-
try and strength to overall strength of the β-sheet. We find the weaker hydrogen
bonding in parallel β-sheets to be compensated for by the stiffer geometry with
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inclined hydrogen bonds with respect to the anti-parallel analogue. Focusing onto
idealized models of the crystalline units as the major stabilizing building block of
silk allows us to determine the mechanics of silk-like crystals detached from the
complex multi-layer organization of a full fiber. This study thereby presents a first
step towards a comprehensive understanding of the molecular ingredients of silk
fiber mechanics.
4.2 Methods
I am grateful for the close collaboration with colleagues in this project, who pri-
marily contributed the steps 4.2.1, 4.2.2 (Senbo Xiao) and 4.2.4 (Bernd Markert).
The data presented here was recently published by Xiao et al [102].
4.2.1 Modeling and equilibration
We here focus on the mechanical response of the β-sheet rich units in silk fibers. In
the absence of a high-resolution structure, we modelled highly ordered crystalline
units on the basis of the available substantial experimental data. We built all-atom
models composed of the repeat units found to be present in spider drag-line silk and
cocoon silk [89, 92, 103], AAAAAAAA (denoted AA model) and GAGAGAGAAS
(denoted GAmodel), respectively. Since silk fibers presumedly consist of a mixture
of possible β-sheet arrangements [97], both parallel and anti-parallel models were
constructed, denoted here as AAp, AAap, GAp, and GAap. We arranged five
layers of β-sheets, each consisting of five β-strands of the respective sequence,
such that the model exhibits optimal hydrogen bonding in the absence of steric
repulsion. We found 0.55 nm and 0.47 nm as inter-strand distances for the AA
and GA models, respectively, to be a reasonable choice. We obtained models
approximately 2.5 x 2.5 x 3.0 nm3 in size, in agreement with X-ray experiments
that found crystals to be a few nanometers in size in each direction [95]. Since
the detailed number of strands in a silk crystalline unit is currently unknown and
might vary within a fiber and between different silks, we performed additional
simulations of larger crystals. Uncharged peptide termini were chosen to mimic
the situation in a silk fiber, in which the β-strands do not terminate but reach out
into the amorphous region. We did not include the disordered parts of the silk
protein into the models, allowing us to focus on the mechanical properties of the
force-bearing crystalline units exclusively.
We used Gromacs-3.3.1 [58] for all subsequent MD simulations. The OPLS-AA
force field [30] was employed for the protein. Simulation boxes of approximately
6.4 x 6.8 x 6.4 nm3 were used. Periodic boundary conditions were employed to re-
move artificial boundary effects. We chose a cutoff of 1.0 nm for non-bonded inter-
actions, Particle-Mesh Ewald summation [33] was used to account for long-range
electrostatic interactions. In order to increase the simulation time step, we used
LINCS [61] to constrain all bond vibrations. The time step was 0.002 ps. Simula-
tions were performed in the NpT ensemble with a temperature of T = 300K and
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a pressure of p = 1bar in all the simulations. We used Nose´-Hoover [104] tem-
perature coupling with a coupling time constant τT = 0.1 ps, and Berendsen [60]
pressure coupling with a coupling time constant of τp = 1ps.
In a real silk fiber, peptide crystals are surrounded by amorphous peptides,
which have similar effects as water molecules. Further more, there are some cer-
tain amount of water molecules exists in silk fiber. We believe that solvating
crystalline units into water solvents is sensible. We relaxed the modelled crys-
talline units by energy minimization and short MD simulations in vacuum. The
models were subsequently solvated in TIP4P water [59]. The solvent included
Na+ and Cl- ions with a concentration of 0.1mol/liter, resulting in a system size
of ∼35,000 atoms. After energy minimization using the steepest descent method,
we performed 500 ps position restrained simulations to further relax our simula-
tion systems, subjecting each protein atom to a harmonic potential with a force
constant of 1000 kJmol−1 nm−2. Each model was then fully equilibrated for 10 ns.
Energy and coordinates of the simulation systems were collected every 1000 time
steps.
4.2.2 Force probe MD simulations
To assess the mechanical resistance of the four different silk models, we performed
force-probe MD simulations [25]. We took final structures of equilibrium MD and
subjected the terminal residue of the central strand to a pulling force along the
strand direction by moving a spring with constant velocity away from the silk
block. In order to hold the model still while external pulling, counter force is
applied to the center of mass of the protein. We also considered applying counter
force on strands than the pulled one. Both two ways of applying counter force,
we obtained the same backbone pull-out resistance. In a silk fiber, the complex
mechanical stress pattern acting onto the silk crystal is determined by how the
individual silk peptide chains are embedded and connected within the amorphous
matrix. As the simplest scenario, we chose the central strand out of the unit of
5× 5 strands to be pulled. This maximally reduces the effect of the protein-water
interface, which does not exist as pronounced in the more densely packed natural
silk fiber. However, we do not expect the rupture forces and force distribution
patterns to largely depend on this choice. The pulling velocity of 0.2 nmns−1,
and a spring constant of 500 kJmol−1 nm−2 was used. To accomodate the protein
also after rupture, we increased the box dimension along the pulling direction
to 12.0 nm, resulting in a system size of ∼55,000 atoms. The simulated time of
all the models were about 20-25 ns. These non-equilibrium MD simulations used
the same simulation parameters as the equilibrium simulations (see above). As
different models have different rupture resilience, a simulated time of about 20 to
25 ns was needed in all simulations. A representative simulation system is shown
in Fig. 4.1D. Mechanical response is characterized by the rupture force, which is
the maximal force observed for rupturing the cystal, F , and by backbone pull-out
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resistance, Rbb. Rbb is defined as
Rbb =
stress
strain
=
F/A
∆ l/l
, (4.1)
where F is the force acting on the strand, and A is the cross section area of the
interacting strands. We defined the cross-section as the area covered between
adjacent strands, which gives A=1nm2. ∆ l is the elongation and l is the initial
length of the pulled strand.
4.2.3 Force clamp MD simulations and force distribution analysis
Forces were monitored in the relaxed state during equilibrium simulation (EQ)
and in the strained state during FCMD simulation (FC). In the force-clamp sim-
ulations, a constant external force of 1600 pN was applied to the terminal amino
acid along the strand direction as described above. The four silk models were
equilibrated for 20 ns in total in the strained and relaxed state in two independent
FCMD / equilibrium simulations each. Average forces were written every 10 ps.
To obtain converged averages forces were afterwards averaged over the complete
simulation time. Changes in forces, ∆Fij , were then obtained as the difference
in pair wise forces between the strained and relaxed state. Individual hydrogen
bond forces were obtained from summing up over pair-wise Lennard Jones and
Coulombic forces between all atom pairs of the C=O and N-H groups.
4.2.4 Finite element analysis
To predict the effect of hydrogen bond geometry on the mechanical response, we
developed a simplified β-skeleton model for the anti-parallel and parallel β-sheets
on the basis of the all-atom models (Fig. 4.5). Distances and hydrogen bond geom-
etry were directly taken from the all-atom models. The geometries were imported
into a common beam frame analysis finite element software where the backbone,
the hydrogen bonds, and their short connections to the backbone, i.e., the C=O
and N-H groups, were modelled by rigid-jointed, linear-elastic beam elements with
circular cross-sections. For each of the elements an individual bending stiffness EI
and a tensile stiffness EA were defined where A is the cross-sectional area and I
denotes the geometrical moment of inertia (second moment of area). The bending
stiffness for the backbone element was calculated as
EI = p · kB T, (4.2)
where p is the persistence length of a peptide, kB is the Boltzmann constant
and T is the temperature, here 300K. From the worm-like chain model [105] of
a peptide that only takes conformational flexibility into account, a persistence
length of 1.2 nm was previously obtained and used here [106]. A bending modulus
of EI =58pNnm2 was obtained.
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The tensile stiffness of the backbone element is defined as
EA =
F
∆ l/l
. (4.3)
In FCMD simulation, we obtained a strain of ∆ l/l=0.06 at a force of 1660 pN,
resulting in a stretching modulus of EA=23300 pN. EA of the hydrogen bond
elements, was calculated on the basis of the hydrogen bond potential of the OPLS-
AA force field, namely as the second derivative of the energy summed up over all
Lennard-Jones and electrostatic interactions between the atoms in the C=O and
H-N groups, Fig. 4.7A. As a first approximation, the curvature at the potential
energy minimum, i. e. at an O-H distance of 0.195 nm, was taken as the tensile
stiffness EA of both the parallel and anti-parallel skeletons, βp and βap, resulting in
EA=1797 pN. A bending modulus of hydrogen bonds cannot be straightforwardly
obtained from the all-atom models. We used an effective radius of 0.06 nm for
hydrogen bonds to obtain EI from EA, using the relation r=2
√
EI/EA. This
radius is a measure for the relative bending versus tensile stiffness and was chosen
similarly to the one obtained for the backbone. We obtained EI =1.62 pNnm2
for hydrogen bond elements. The elastic modulus of the hydrogen bonds then
is E=159GPa. However, in fact, when calculating the hydrogen bond length
distribution in the relaxed silk crystals, we found that hydrogen bonds in all-
atom parallel units were longer (0.203 nm on average) than those in anti-parallel
models (0.195 nm on average, Fig. 4.7B+C), resulting in a lower hydrogen bonding
energy in parallel models.
To account for the lower strength of hydrogen bonds in the parallel model an
additional parallel β-skeleton was considered, βp,weak. At a distance of 0.203 nm,
the interaction potential from the OPLS-AA force field gives a stretching modulus
of EA=802 pN, Fig. 4.7A. The bending modulus then reduces to EI =0.72 pNnm2.
The elastic modulus of hydrogen bonds in βp,weak then is E=71GPa.
For the C=O and N-H elements, parameters similar to the backbone ele-
ment were applied. These elements had an only minor effect on the mechanics
of the skeleton. Using the parameters described above and the structures shown
in Fig. 4.5, a finite element analysis was performed to calculate the dislocation of
the central strand in each skeleton upon application of a force of 1660 pN, as in pre-
vious MD simulations. This analysis gave effective Young’s moduli E of the whole
β-skeletons which were directly compared to MD results. First, the anti-parallel
and parallel β-skeletons with an identical hydrogen bond strength, EA=1797 pN
for βap and βp,strong, were compared to focus on effects based on geometry only.
Secondly, different hydrogen bond strength, EA=1797 for βap and EA=802 for
βp,weak were applied (see above). We note that the simple finite element models
proceeded from geometrical as well as material linearity. Non-linear effects, in
particular for the hydrogen bonds, might be incorporated in future analysis.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Structural validation of models for silk crystalline units
The toughness of silk fibers is brought about by the β-sheet rich crystalline units
which crosslink the protein chains. They consist of a poly-alanine or a GAGA-
GAGAAS sequence, in spider and silkmoth silk, in an anti-parallel or parallel
arrangement of the strands. While the three-dimensional structure of any of these
crystalline units remains largely unknown, the inter-strand spacing within the
crystal has been measured by X-ray diffraction of silk fibers [95]. We constructed
four different models, denoted AAp, AAap, GAp, and GAap for the parallel and
anti-parallel spider and silkmoth silk, respectively. We here only considered purely
parallel and anti-parallel arrangements within and between β-sheets, and expect
mixtures thereof to show intermediate behavior. Arranging the strands such that
hydrogen bonding and side-chain packing is optimized does not leave any other de-
grees of freedom. We equilibrated these models in water in MD simulations. The
Table 4.1: Structural and mechanical properties of crystalline units compared
to experimental data.
AAap AAp experiment (GA)
d1 (nm) 0.351± 0.005 0.331± 0.008 0.348
d2 (nm) 1.043± 0.023 1.082± 0.026 0.970
d3 (nm) 0.477± 0.011 0.485± 0.016 0.466
Rbb (GPa) 68.1± 1.5 28.9± 1.4 26.5± 0.8
RFEM (GPa) βap : 26.34 βp,weak : 17.13
GAap GAp experiment (GA)
d1 (nm) 0.351± 0.005 0.330± 0.008 0.348
d2 (nm) 0.905± 0.023 1.025± 0.025 0.970
d3 (nm) 0.477± 0.013 0.480± 0.016 0.466
Rbb (GPa) 86.8± 2.5 27.3± 1.8 26.5± 0.8
RFEM (GPa) βp,strong : 24.32
Legend: d1 , distance between two neigbouring Cα along one peptide; d2 , distance
between two β-sheet layers; d3 , distance between neigbouring strands in the same
β-sheet layer. Rbb, backbone pull-out resistance from force-probe MD simulations
and experiment [98]. RFEM, backbone pull-out resistance of β-skeletons from finite
element analysis, with the same hydrogen bond strength, βp,strong and βap, or with
the weaker strength found for parallel crystals, βp,weak.
models show remarkable agreement with the experimental β-strand spacing in the
crystal, as shown for GA in Table 4.1. In addition, they show high conformational
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stability during the 10 ns equilibration, with a root-mean-square deviation from
the initial model not higher than 0.15 nm in all models. Our idealized crystal units
can be considered representatives of the most regular β-sheet rich regions which
occur with various degrees of regularity in real silk fibers.
4.3.2 Characterization of mechanical response
We characterize the mechanical response of the four different models by deter-
mining their stress-strain relationship and backbone pull-out resistance (Fig. 4.2).
The way the force acts onto a crystalline unit in a stretched silk fiber is complex
and varies from unit to unit. We here simplify the stress application by subjecting
the terminus of the central strand to a pulling force arising from a virtual spring
moved along the strand axis with constant velocity, as schematically shown in
Fig. 4.2C.
Figure 4.2: Elasticity and stability of crystalline units from force-probe MD
simulations. (A) Stress-strain curves of AAp (blue) and AAap (red), with solid black
curves for averages. The inset shows the complete extension and rupture process.
(B) Stress-strain curves of the GAp (blue) and GAap (red). (C) Simulation snapshots of
the rupture process. Crystalline unit is in green with the pulled strand in red. The pulling
force is depicted as a spring. (D)Rupture forces of different units, of titin I27 domain
as comparison, and of AAap after hydrogen bond or side-chain interaction of the central
strand are switched off.
The stress-strain curves of the AA models are shown in Fig. 4.2A. The elas-
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tic response is mostly linear up to the rupture of the pulled strands. The slope
of the stress-strain relationship of AAap gives an backbone pull-out resistance of
67.2±3.0GPa (Table 4.1), which is more than twice of the corresponding parallel
crystalline unit AAp(28.6±2.2GPa). The stiffness as measured by the backbone
pull-out resistance correlates for the two β-sheet arrangements of AA with the
forces upon which rupture occurs. With a rupture force of 4074 pN, AAap clearly
outperforms AAp (2988 pN, Fig. 4.2D). We performed additional fpmd simulations
with spring constant of 5000 kJmol−1nm−2. In these simulation, the pulling load-
ing rate is 10 times higher.
Similarly, linear stress-strain relations were found for the analogous GA crys-
talline units, with a higher stiffness for the anti-parallel (red curve in Fig. 4.2B)
over the parallel structure (blue) (backbone pull-out resistance given in Table 4.1).
Assuming a mixture of 2:1 (GAap : GAp) [97], our simulations predict a modulus of
GA crystals in the range of 27–87GPa, comparing to 26.5GPa as the experimen-
tal value [98]. With regard to the putative role of crystalline units as the major
force-bearing units in silk fibers, the total net area of crystalline units onto which
force is primarily applied is effectively smaller than the fiber cross-section used
to calculate stress, suggesting the experimental value to serve as a lower bound
(personal communication, M. Mu¨ller, 2008). We conclude that the calculated
backbone pull-out resistance are in good agreement with the modulus recently
obtained from X-ray diffraction measurements, further validating our models for
the crystalline silk units. Again, a higher stiffness coincides with a higher rupture
force for GAap (3628 pN) comparing to GAp (2435 pN, Fig. 4.2D). The correlation
of the stiffness with fracture resistance, as found for both silk and spider crystalline
units, was expected, since load-bearing interactions are of the same nature and
range of attraction. In all five independent simulated rupture events of GAp, the
first rupture leads to the formation of intermediate states with newly formed hy-
drogen bonds, reflected by jumps in the stress-strain curve (Fig. 4.2B, inset). GAp
as the softest out of the four models considered here therefore shows a non-linear
elastic behaviour with an effectively even lower modulus by this sliding-snapping
mechanism.
As shown in Fig. 4.2D, the rupture forces of the AA models are higher than the
GA models. Comparing to a change of ∼1000 pN when converting a parallel to an
anti-parallel conformation, replacing glycine by alanine only increases the rupture
force by ∼400 pN. The additional methyl side-chain in alanine residues thus adds
mechanical resistance, but only marginally. Interestingly, all of the crystalline
units (forces between 2 and 4 nN) have several times higher rupture forces than
titin I27 (700 pN at a very similar pulling velocity of 0.4 nm/ns), one of the most
stable protein domains known to date [52, 107]. Thus, the periodically arranged
β-sheets in silk fibers have an outstanding resilience, higher than any globular
protein examined to date.
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4.3.3 Force distribution from MD
The elastic response and rupture forces we observe suggest silk crystalline units to
largely outperform other previously investigated globular proteins of high mechan-
ical resilience such as immunoglobulin-like domains [108], see also Chapter 3. This
high resilience is further fine-tuned by differences in the arrangement of strands
into parallel or anti-parallel sheets. What are the determinants of the robustness
of the β-sheet stacks in silk? To reveal the force-bearing motifs in crystalline
units, and to thereby rationalize the high stiffness and differences in stiffness due
to strand orientation, we performed FDA for AAap and AAp, as shown in Fig. 4.3A
and B, respectively. In this analysis, atomic pairwise forces were obtained from
the strained structure, held at constant force of 1660 pN in force clamp (FCMD)
simulations. These forces, FFCij , were compared to forces in the relaxed state,
FEQij , obtained from equilibrium simulation, i. e. in the absence of force (see Meth-
ods). For both models, strain is maximal (red) at the point of force application at
the central strand, and decays horizontally along the β-sheet involving hydrogen
bonding, and vertically along the layers of alanine side-chain packing. Thus, both
inter-strand hydrogen bonding and inter-sheet side-chain interaction are similarly
involved in force propagation. Force distribution therefore predicts that eliminat-
ing either the hydrogen bonds or side-chain interactions will lead to a decrease in
stability. We tested this by determining the rupture force after selectively switch-
ing off (i) the electrostatic backbone interactions of the central strand, or (ii) the
Lennard Jones interactions of the alanine side-chain methyl group of the central
strand. Indeed the rupture force is lowered from 2988 pN to 2096 pN (Fig. 4.2D,
SC) (i) and 1726 pN (Fig. 4.2D, HB) (ii), respectively, confirming the notion from
FDA that both types of non-covalent interactions contribute to silk crystal re-
silience to similar extent.
In AAap, Fig. 4.3B, most of the applied stress is already taken up by the strands
adjacent to the central strand, and the stress shows a fast non-linear decay with
distance, Fig. 4.4B. Outer strands are merely strained (blue). The subset of a
few central strands suffices to sustain the external load, apparently due to strong
non-bonded interactions, rendering the crystal stiff and robust (compare Fig. 4.2A
and D). In sharp contrast, in AAp (Fig. 4.3A), force is more widely distributed,
along hydrogen bonding layers as well as inter β-sheet layers. Along the central
strand, strain decays in a linear way and thus significantly more slowly than in
AAap, Fig. 4.4A. Each individual side-chain or hydrogen bond interaction can take
up less of the external strain, resulting in a softer structure comparing to the anti-
parallel model. Consequently, both the backbone pull-out resistance and rupture
force of parallel arrangements are generally lower. The same tendency is found
for the force distribution in the respective parallel and anti-parallel GA models of
bombyx mori (data not shown).
We find the difference in hydrogen bond geometry between AAp and AAap
to be the major determinant for the difference in force distribution within one
β-sheet (Fig. 4.3 C and D). By nature, parallel β-sheets feature an inclined zig-zag
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Figure 4.3: FDA of crystalline units from MD simulations. Coloring indicates
internal strain, averaged over residues, from low (blue) to high (red) levels of ∆F . Protein
are shown as cartoon, force application sites as spheres. (A-B) Force distribution in
AAp (A) and AAap (B). (C-D) Force distribution within inter-strand hydrogen bonding
between the central and the two adjacent strands for AAp (C) and AAap (D), hydrogen
bonds between central and adjacent strands are shown as sticks. Coloring indicates ∆F in
hydrogen bonds (sticks) and residues (cartoon), in the same color code with (A-B). (E-F)
∆F for inter-strand hydrogen bonds along the strands. The upper and lower hydrogen
bonds in (C-D) are shown in red and blue, respectively, starting from the point of force
application in AAp (E) and AAap (F).
geometry of hydrogen bonds, whereas anti-parallel counterparts show an in-line
geometry. The hydrogen bonds in AAap, being oriented in-line, are responding
to the external load in a homogeneous way. Fig. 4.3F shows the force differences
between strained and relaxed state, ∆F , for the two sets of hydrogen bonds formed
by the central strand with two adjacent strands. All hydrogen bonds generally
become strained by the externally applied force. ∆F varies from∼50 pN to∼10 pN
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Figure 4.4: Stress decay along the peptide sequence in AA models with longer
strands (16 amino acids). AAp (A) shows a slow quasi-linear decay, AAap (B) shows
a fast, strongly non-linear decay. These additional simulation with longer strands have
been performed to more clearly visualize the effect of hydrogen bond geometry on the
stress decay pattern.
and decays along the strand to zero (Fig. 4.3F and color code in Fig. 4.3D).
The zig-zag geometry of hydrogen bonds in parallel β-sheets instead entails
an analogous zig-zag pattern in the force distribution (Fig. 4.3C+E). Hydrogen
bonds oriented along the pulling direction are significantly strained, with ∆F
up to ∼160 pN, while oppositely oriented hydrogen bonds merely respond to the
external pulling force. The overall larger ∆F and the slower decay along the strand
indicate that hydrogen bonds in the parallel β-sheet geometry are less capable of
taking up load, rendering the structure softer.
However, the impact of hydrogen bond geometry onto the overall elastic re-
sponse and rupture forces cannot be directly inferred from force distribution of the
hydrogen bonds when being part of the whole crystal unit, since other structural
components may have similar influence. To dissect the hydrogen bonding proper-
ties from other potential determinants of mechanical stability, we next examined
the impact of bonding geometry only, using simplified β-sheet skeletons.
4.3.4 Force distribution of β-sheet skeletons
To examine how hydrogen bonding geometry affects the mechanical properties
of the silk crystalline units, we built β-sheet skeletons, simplified models of one
β-sheet layer, which are shown in Fig. 4.5A and B for anti-parallel and parallel β-
sheets models, respectively. Structural and elastic parameters were adopted from
the MD simulations, to mimic hydrogen bonding geometry and strength and back-
bone elastic properties of a β-sheet layer in silk. The backbone of each strand,
hydrogen bonds, and the connecting C=O and N-H groups are each treated as
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Figure 4.5: Force distribution in simple β-sheet skeletons. (A-B) Skeletons for
parallel (A) and anti-parallel (B) β-sheets, consisting of connected elements for the back-
bone, hydrogen bonds and C=O/N-H groups (black). Dislocation at an external force of
1660 pN is obtained from finite element analysis and shown in blue. (C-D) ∆F for inter-
strand hydrogen bonds along the strand, as in Fig. 4.3E-F, for parallel (C) and anti-parallel
(D) β-skeletons.
one element. The parallel β-sheet skeleton, βp,strong, features a zig-zag hydrogen
bond geometry (Fig. 4.5A), while hydrogen bonds are oriented in-line in the anti-
parallel β-sheet skeleton, βap (Fig. 4.5B). The stretching modulus for hydrogen
bonds was defined from the second derivative of the all-atom hydrogen bond po-
tential at the potential minimum, and thus was the same for both geometries. The
squares in Fig. 4.5A+B represent connections between elements. Details are given
in Methods.
Distortion of the structure upon application of a pulling force of 1660 pN (ar-
row) was determined by finite element analysis and is shown as solid black line
(Fig. 4.5A and B). The resulting effective (macroscopic) backbone pull-out re-
sistance are 24.32GPa (βp,strong) and 26.34GPa (βap). The zig-zag geometry is
generally the more stable structure from a mechanical point of view, as reflected
by the wide spread use of inclined cross beams as e.g. in trusses exploiting the
structural stability of triangular shapes. Here, the hydrogen bonds are taking up
the role of such cross beams, but due to their bending stiffness, are not able to add
considerable mechanical stability. Consequently, we find nearly the same stiffness,
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and thus structural stability, for the two β-sheet skeletons. The βp model would
more clear outperform the βap model, if hydrogen bonds would act as weaker cross
beams in terms of bending, Fig. 4.6. However, in contrast to this prediction, the
Figure 4.6: Hydrogen bond bending moduli. The plot shows dislocation ratio of
parallel (∆Xap) to anti-parallel (∆Xp) β-skeletons on different hydrogen bond bending
moduli, EI. The X-axis has a unit of EIo=1.6 pNnm2. The lower the bending stiffness,
the more pronounced is the stabilizing effect of a zig-zag geometry (parallel) relative to the
in-line geometry (anti-parallel). Caculations have been done for a given hydrogen bond
stretching modulus (EA=1797 pN). For EI ≥ EIo, the geometry og hydrogen bonds
(anti-parallel vs. parallel) has a negligible effect on the overall β-skeleton stiffness.
all-atom simulations indicate AAap and GAap to be stiffer and more robust than
their parallel counterparts. A possible explanation might lie in the fact that the
hydrogen bond strength is found to be the second major difference between the
two alternative β-sheet arrangements. Namely, parallel β-sheets showed extended
hydrogen bonds stretched out of the potential energy minimum, apparently due to
steric restraints, which resulted in an effectively lower stretching modulus of the
hydrogen bond element of 71GPa comparing to 159GPa, Fig. 4.7. By taking this
difference of hydrogen bond strength between parallel and anti-parallel β-sheet
skeletons into account, we found the anti-parallel β-sheet skeleton (26.34GPa, as
above) to clearly outperform the parallel, comparably weakly hydrogen bonded,
analogue with a backbone pull-out resistance reduced to 17.13GPa. Not surpris-
ingly, the backbone pull-out resistance of the full β-sheet stacks at atomic detail
are overall higher (68GPa and 21GPa for AAap and AAp) than those of the one-
layer skeletons, since the former are additionally stabilized by inter-layer side-chain
packing.
The force distribution within the β-sheet skeletons can be directly compared
to the force distribution from MD simulations. We find good quantatitive agree-
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Figure 4.7: Hydrogen bond force profile and distance distributions. (A) The
first derivative of the potential energy between C=O and N-H atom groups in OPLS,
including electrostatics and Lennard-Jones interactions, is shown. The slope of the curve,
indicated for the potential minimum at an equilibrium length of 0.195 nm, and for extended
average hydrogen bond length of 0.203 nm, gives the hydrogen bond stretching modulus.
(B) Hydrogen bond length distribution during 10 ns equilibrium MD simulation for the
anti-parallel models, with a peak at around 0.195 nm. (C) Distribution for for parallel
models, with a peak at around 0.203 nm.
ment of the changes in hydrogen bond forces ∆F between the simplified skeletons
(Fig. 4.5C and D) and the all-atom crystalline units (Fig. 4.3E and F). ∆F decays
continuously and quickly along the strand in the anti-parallel β-sheet skeleton
(Fig. 4.5C) from 170 pN to zero. Thus, as in the all-atom force distribution, the
pulling force propagates along the pulled strand and is taken up quickly. In the
parallel skeleton, again, the zig-zag pattern is clearly recovered in the ∆F pattern
along the strand (Fig. 4.5D). Bonds are alternatingly compressed and stretched,
depending on their relative orientation towards the pulling force, as reflected by
the change in sign of ∆F . In contrast, even bonds oriented against the pulling
force were stretched and weakened in the all-atom parallel silk units. Apparently,
due to side-chain imposed steric restrictions, the hydrogen bond force changes are
shifted upwards comparably (Fig. 4.3F).
The good agreement of the finite element analysis of simplified silk single β-
sheet layers with the full silk unit analysis suggests that hydrogen bond force
distribution is largely determined by geometry and strength of the involved bonds.
Thus, the presented skeletons are good approximations for a silk crystalline β-
sheet layer. We can conclude that the difference in overall elasticity and structural
stability between parallel and anti-parallel crystal units can be largely explained by
the differential geometry and strength of hydrogen bonds, the latter compensating
for the former.
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4.4 Conclusions
We here suggested three-dimensional structural models of spider and silkmoth silk
crystals in two feasible conformations, namely anti-parallel and parallel arrange-
ments. We find the crystalline units to agree well with X-ray diffraction data,
suggesting our idealized highly ordered models to closely resemble the structure
of crystalline regions in silk fibers.
We examined the mechanical response of the silk crystalline units by three
complementary approaches. First, we performed force-probe MD simulations to
determine relative stabilities from rupture forces. We find spider silk crystals
(poly(A)) to outperform silkmoth crystals (poly(GA)), and anti-parallel to out-
perform parallel arrangements in terms of rupture forces and stiffness. Estimated
backbone pull-out resistances compare well to experimental data. Second, FDA
was used to reveal how external forces propagate through the crystal. The anal-
ysis determined inter-sheet alanine side-chain packing and inter-strand hydrogen
bonding as the major force-bearing elements. Third, simple β-sheet skeletons were
developed on the basis of all-atom MD simulations to focus on one layer of hydro-
gen bonds allowing to investigate how the hydrogen bond geometry affected silk
crystal stability. While the zig-zag motif as found in parallel β-sheets renders a
structure generally stiffer than the in-line geometry of the anti-parallel analogues,
the lower hydrogen bond strength in parallel sheets compensates for this effect
and renders parallel comformations overall less stiff and stable. The simple finite
element analysis of β-sheet skeleton semi-quantitatively reproduced the backbone
pull-out resistance obtained from all-atom MD simulations. The analysis is com-
putationally highly efficient, and opens the door towards simulations of full silk
fibers. Incorporating silk crystal skeletons into the amorphous matrix will lead
to a model of disordered protein chains crosslinked in crystal units, a model that
aims at accurately describing the complex force propagation on the nano-scale.
Studies in this direction are under way.
We note that our understanding of force propagation in silk crystal units ob-
tained from MD and finite element analysis is based on a molecular mechanics
model. Force fields are known to not accurately predict the angle dependency
of hydrogen bonds [109], which questions our detailed force distribution analysis
on inter-strand hydrogen bonds (Fig. 4.3). Quantum mechanical calculations at
sufficient level of theory might allow to assess the error involved in the classical
mechanical approximation.
Our study presents a first step towards a physical structure-based model of
silk fiber mechanics. The ultimate aim of the ongoing effort in the field of silk
mechanics is to design new silk-inspired high-performance materials. As a first
conclusion, we find spider silk crystals to be slightly stiffer and structurally more
stable than silkmoth silk due to the additional Alanine side-chain. How other
alterations of the primary sequence in the amorphous and crystalline regions will
affect overall silk mechanical response remains to be analyzed.
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Chapter5
Allostery in the Methionine Repressor
The Master said, When out of place, discuss not policy.
Confucius, Book VIII (XIV)
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In the previous Chapters, we have focussed on mechanical robustness in proteinsand bio-polymers. We have seen how propagation of internal strain, often in the
absence of structural changes, can explain a proteins behavior under force. Here,
we will focus on protein allostery, an entirely different mechanism that depends on
targeted distribution of strain. Allosteric proteins, often enzymes, are perturbed
by a binding partner [27], which can be a protein or a small molecule. Ligand
binding will alter the proteins activity, such as e.g reaction rates for enzymes
or binding affinities, see Fig. 5.1 for a schematic illustration. Allostery is often
used to transduce signals via membranes [14], or to dynamically regulate protein
function [14]. Different types of allostery have been reported. Obviously, an
allosteric effect can be achieved by a conformational change, e.g. by opening of
a binding pocket. In other cases allosteric function comes solely by changes in
dynamics [110], leaving the protein structure unchanged.
Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of an allosteric protein. The example
displays a simple regulatory mechanism. Substrate binding affinity is low in the apo
state (left). Binding of a ligand (red) will impose strain onto the protein structure.
The allosteric signal propagates through the protein structure, leading to conformational
or entropic changes, rendering substrate binding more favorable. Note that the ligand
binding site can be far away from the substrate binding site.
In this thesis, we consider allostery as a mechanical process. Strain induced by
binding of a partner needs to propagate through the protein scaffold, having an
effect at a different site. The most puzzling cases hereby are proteins where the site
of allosteric action is far away from the binding site of the partner. This Chapter
presents the results of our study on a stiff allosteric protein, in which allostery
takes place without conformational changes. We will see how subtle changes in
internal strain distribution can affect dynamics and binding affinities. Our results
demonstrate the capability of force distribution analysis (FDA) as a useful tool to
shed light on allosteric regulation.
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5.1 Introduction
Protein allostery plays a key role in the regulation of cellular functions such as
transcription or enzymatic action [111]. It crucially governs the formation of
protein or protein-DNA complexes as well as the functional activity of individual
proteins. Allosteric signals used by nature are diverse, ranging from ligand binding
to reversible covalent modifications such as phosphorylation, or changes in the
environment like pH or temperature. Intriguing examples are allosteric proteins
in which effector molecules bind distal to the active site [112, 113].
A fundamental question is how the allosteric perturbation is transmitted through
the protein to the active site for functional regulation. Can we understand and
predict the mechanism and the network of interactions that propagate an allosteric
signal? Answering this question is a prerequisite for functional mutagenesis and
rational design of allostery. Sequence-based statistical analysis has proven highly
successful to detect signal propagation pathways within and between allosteric
proteins on the basis of evolutionary constraints [54, 114]. On the theoretical side,
various thermodynamic concepts for inter-domain communication in allosteric pro-
teins have been established [115, 116]. As yet, the molecular basis for long-range
allosteric coupling between the regulatory and active site of a protein remains a
matter of debate. This is why a range of experimental and computational tech-
niques to monitor conformational changes involved in allostery have been devel-
oped and applied [117, 116], among others NMR [110], molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations [118, 88], normal mode analysis and elastic network models [81, 119].
The basic premise of the above approaches is a conformational transition be-
tween two distinct states or a shift in a pre-existing conformational ensemble upon
allosteric perturbation. In a commonly accepted picture, allosteric signals cause
a perturbation at the regulatory site of the protein, analogous to an externally
applied force. The perturbation then dissipates as internal strain or energetic
coupling through the protein to the active site [120]. Signal propagation in turn
causes conformational rearrangements, inducing an enhancement or decrease in
the protein’s activity. However, examples of long-range allosteric communication
in the absence of any obvious conformational changes [121, 110] question this pic-
ture, showing that allostery does not necessarily rely on a change in mean atomic
coordinates. Instead, allosteric strain can dissipate through rigid scaffolds without
detectable conformational rearrangements.
A more fundamental understanding of allostery would thus require a way to di-
rectly follow strain propagation through proteins. This could reveal the allosteric
network in a protein even in the absence of - or prior to the occurrence of - con-
formational changes. The high sensitivity of FDA makes it possible to even detect
propagation through stiff materials, where a signal will propagate causing only
minimal conformational changes that are below the threshold of experimentally
accessible resolution. While classical approaches focus on conformational changes
or ensemble redistributions as a consequence of the signal-induced strain, such as
normal mode analysis or essential dynamics [122], FDA sets out from the strain
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Figure 5.2: MetJ activation and SAM binding mode. (A) Schematic representa-
tion of MetJ activation. Binding of SAM increases the DNA affinity of MetJ manifold. (B)
Chemical structure of SAM (top) and SAH (bottom). The molecules mainly differ in the
positive charge on the sulfur atom. (C) Fit of crystal structures of MetJ in apo (1CMC,
green) and holo (1CMB, blue) form. The only major difference between the structures
is the conformation of the loops underlayed in gray. These loops are in direct contact
with other MetJ molecules in the crystal lattice, and thus their conformation is unlikely
to represent the true in-vivo configuration. The bound co-repressor SAM is shown in red.
distribution itself. This renders FDA a perfectly fitted tool to elucidate the mech-
anism underlying allosteric signaling in proteins in general, be it with or without
the involvement of structural rearrangements.
We here chose to test the feasibility of FDA to detect allosteric networks in
proteins using the classical textbook example of the methionine repressor protein
MetJ [123]. MetJ is a challenging candidate, as it features long-range allosteric
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communication, yet without any noticeable changes in protein structure upon ef-
fector binding. MetJ is a transcription factor in the met regulon of Escherichia
coli, the gene regulatory control system for methionine biosynthesis [124]. MetJ
regulates the transcriptional levels of its own gene and those of several other pro-
teins. Repressor activity results from binding to its operator, a specific 8 bp DNA
sequence (the “metbox”), located in the promoter regions of genes regulated by
MetJ. Changes in sequence of the metboxes are supposed to explain different reg-
ulatory activity [124, 125]. MetJ forms a homodimer in its native state [126].
In case of multiple adjacent metboxes it may form complexes of several homod-
imers arranged in a wheel-like structure around the DNA [127]. DNA binding
of MetJ is regulated by its co-repressor, S-adenosylmethionine (SAM), an end
product of methionine biosynthesis, Fig. 5.2A. Sensitivity for DNA is increased
several-fold [128, 129] upon co-repressor binding. Of special interest is that SAM
binds distant from the DNA binding site, with a minimal SAM-DNA distance of
> 1.2 nm in crystal structures [130]. Holo and apo structures do not show signif-
icant structural changes [121]. For this reason it remains controversial how SAM
influences DNA binding.
S-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH), a SAM analogue, binds MetJ with a bind-
ing affinity similar to SAM, but has no effect on its affinity for the operator (S.
Philipps, Leeds Univ, 2009, personal communication). The main difference be-
tween SAM and SAH (Fig. 5.2B) is a positive charge on the sulfur atom of SAM,
and it has been suggested that the increased sensitivity upon co-repressor bind-
ing is of purely electrostatic nature [131]. On the other hand, introduction of
positive charges by a series of point mutations could not substitute the need for
co-repressor [132]. Based on the force distribution pattern observed within the
MetJ homodimer, we here propose a new model for MetJ activation upon cofac-
tor binding. We measure directed propagation of internal strain from the SAM
binding site to distinct residues in the DNA binding interface, through a specific
network of a few key residues. The consequence is a wide-spread quenching of slow
fluctuations and relocation and stiffening of specific side chains at the MetJ-DNA
interface, leading to increased protein - DNA interaction. A distinct interaction
pattern of individual residues with the co-repressor allows MetJ to fine-tune its
response to co-repressor binding, explaining the inability of SAH to act as a co-
repressor. Our results yield a molecular basis for MetJ allosteric function and are
consistent with previous experimental studies.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 MD Simulations
All simulations were carried out using Gromacs 4.0.4 [1]. The Amber03 all atom
force field [29] for the protein and the TIP3P [133] water model were employed.
Crystal structures of the MetJ holo form (PDB-entry 1CMC) and MetJ in complex
with DNA (PDB-entry 1CMA) were used as starting structures for all simulations.
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Protonation states of histidines were determined by optimizing the hydrogen bond
network using Whatif [62]. MetJ apo forms, with and without DNA, respectively,
were created by deleting SAM from the crystal structures. The structure con-
taining SAH as co-repressor was derived from the 1CMA structure by removing
the CH3 group from the sulfur atom of SAM. Structures including crystal waters
were solvated in a cubic box of size 93 A˚ containing ∼ 70, 000 atoms. Sodium and
chloride ions corresponding to a physiological ion strength of 100mM were added.
Negative charges on the DNA were compensated by adding additional sodium ions,
which we found to preferentially locate around the DNA, as expected, Fig. 5.3. An
energy minimization of 1000 steps using the steepest descent algorithm was fol-
lowed by a 500 ps MD simulation with harmonic restraints on the protein heavy
atoms with a force constant of k = 1000 kJmol−1 nm2 to equilibrate water and
ions. A subsequent free MD simulation of 6 ns length was performed to equilibrate
the whole system, during which the protein backbone root mean-square deviation
(RMSD) was monitored. Both structures remained highly stable, with a backbone
RMSD to the starting structure < 1.5 A˚.
Figure 5.3: Ion dis-
tribution around the
DNA. Ion distribution
was measured in terms
of the radial distribution
function (RDF), around
the DNA. The plot shows
the average distribution of
Na+ and Cl- ions around
the DNA during 300ns.
As expected, we found
positively charged ions to
accumulate around the
DNA.
Forces and average coordinates were then obtained from 10 independent 30 ns
equilibrium simulations for each configuration. For each simulation new random
velocities were generated and a new starting frame from the last 3 ns of the equi-
libration run was chosen to ensure optimal conformational sampling. Simulations
were run in the NpT ensemble. Temperature was kept constant at 300K by cou-
pling to the Nose-Hoover thermostat [104]. The pressure was kept constant at
p = 1 bar using anisotropic coupling to a Parrinello-Rahman barostat [134] with
τp = 1.0 ps and a compressibility of 4.5·10−5 bar−1 in the x, y, and z directions. All
bonds were constrained using the LINCS [61] algorithm; an integration timestep
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of 2 fs was used. Lennard-Jones interactions were calculated using a cutoff of 10 A˚.
At a distance smaller than 10 A˚, electrostatic interactions were calculated explic-
itly, whereas long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated by Particle-Mesh
Ewald summation [33]. System coordinates were saved every 2 ps.
Potential energies were calculated using Gromacs. Energies are averages over
the whole simulation time and only included non-bonded interactions below the
cutoff distance. SAM and SAH were excluded from the energy calculations.
5.2.2 Force distribution analysis
We used the FDA code [39] for Gromacs-4.0.4 to write out forces Fij between
each atom pair i and j as calculated during our MD simulations. Theory and
function of FDA are given in Section 2.2. Forces were averaged over accumulated
simulation times of at least 300 ns per system in order to arrive at converged
averages. Changes in forces, ∆Fij , were then obtained as the difference in pair
wise forces between the MetJ in holo and apo form. Normalization was done as
described before, Section 2.2. Normalized forces are denoted fij . Due to the use
of LINCS no forces for bonds could be calculated. The absolute sum ∆f resv =∑
u |∆f resuv | reflecting the change seen by a single residue, was used to calculate
correlations between residue wise forces in MetJ and MetJ-dna and to map changes
in ∆f onto the protein structures.
5.2.3 Principal component analysis and entropy calculations
PCA on the trajectory data was carried out based on the mass-weighted covari-
ance matrix of atomic coordinates, as calculated by Gromacs. Eigenvalues and
eigenvectors were calculated by diagonalizing the covariance matrix, and eigen-
vectors were sorted in descending order of their eigenvalue. Modes of fluctuation
were visualized by calculating a trajectory along the first three eigenvectors. In
all systems, most of the observed covariance is already captured within the first
three eigenvectors, as reflected by the eigenvalue structure, Appendix, Fig. A.1.
Entropy calculations were performed based on the covariance matrix using the
quasi-harmonic approximation (Schlitter formula [135]) as implemented in Gro-
macs.
FPCA was done on a trajectory of of residue averaged pair-wise forces, F res.
The trajectory contained forces between all residue pairs during a 30 ns simulation.
An output frequency of 20 ps was used, totaling 1500 data points per residue
pair. Including all possible residue pairs into the calculation of the covariance
matrix would lead to a matrix of size (208 × 208)2, what is computationally not
feasible. We thus only included columns with a mean force > 1.66 pN, what lead
to a covariance matrix of dimension 3422. PCA was done individually for the
x, y and z components of the residue wise forces, again most of the observed
covariance could already be captured within the first eigenvector. A cumulative
eigenvector consisting of the first eigenvectors of the x, y, z components was created
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by calculating the norm of all (x, y, z) triplets, this eigenvector was used to draw
edges in Fig. 5.8. All FPCA calculations were done in R [42].
5.2.4 Parameterization of SAM and SAH
SAM consists of an adenosyl group, and a methionine linked together, Fig. 5.2B.
Bonded parameters for the adenosyl group, methionine and the linkages between
them are available in the Amber03 [29] force field; parameters for SAM’s charged
sulfur atom were adopted from the generalized amber force field [136]. We used
quantum chemical (QM) calculations to calculate ESP charges on the SAM/SAH
atoms and all QM calculations were carried out using Gaussian03 [137]. In the
uncharged SAH molecule the sulfur atom forms two covalent bonds with the ad-
jacent carbons, whereas SAM forms a third covalent bond with an additional
methyl group. Thus the overall charges in the QM calculations are zero for SAH
and one for SAM. The B3LYP method [138, 139] in density functional theory
combined with the correlation consistent basis set cc-pvtz (B3LYP/cc-pvtz) [140]
as implemented in Gaussian was used to perform single energy calculations. We
chose this method as it was used during development of the Amber force field and
thus ensures maximal compatibility. ESP charges were calculated by fitting to the
electrostatic potential at selected points according to the Merz-Singh-Kollman
scheme [141, 142]. The solvation effect is considered implicitly by use of the po-
larizable continuum mode (PCM [143, 144]) at a temperature of 298K. The value
of the dielectric constant of the PCM model is set to 4 to mimic an environment
inside a protein. Charges derived from our calculations are in good agreement
with the charges used in the Amber force field. The full parameter set is available
online, coming as supplementary material to our recent publication on MetJ [40].
5.3 Results
5.3.1 MD simulations
We carried out extensive MD simulations to elucidate the force distribution and
conformational properties of MetJ. We used crystal structures of MetJ (PDB code
1CMC [121]) and MetJ in complex with DNA (PDB code 1CMA [130]) as starting
point for our simulations. Throughout the manuscript, we will use the terms
MetJ for the system without DNA and MetJ-dna for the MetJ-DNA complex. In
both cases, simulations of the holo and apo forms were performed for comparison.
Apo forms were created by deleting the bound SAM molecules from the crystal
structures. An apo structure of MetJ is available, but as FDA is very sensitive to
structural changes we decided to use the same crystal structure as basis for our
simulations. Structures for Q44K, a mutant not relying on cooperativity to be
functional [145], exist as well. Yet, as the altered charge distribution alters the
DNA recognition pattern, though not the allosteric effect itself, we decided not
to further investigate Q44K. For each of the five systems, 10 independent 30 ns
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MD simulations were performed, totaling 300 ns of simulation time, respectively.
In agreement with crystallographic data [121], our simulations do not show major
deviations between holo and apo forms. The overall backbone root mean square
deviation (RMSD) of average structures is 0.66 A˚ for MetJ-dna and 0.64 A˚ for
MetJ. This compares well with the crystal structures where we find a backbone
RMSD for holo and apo structures of 1.63 A˚ which lowers to 0.59 A˚ after excluding
poorly resolved loop regions having different conformation (residues 12-20 and 77-
84), Fig. 5.2C. Crystal waters in the protein-DNA interface of 1CMA were found
to quickly move into the bulk solvent and are thus unlikely to bridge specific
interactions.
5.3.2 Force distribution
Propagation of the mechanical perturbation caused by SAM binding is measured
as the difference in pairwise force, ∆Fij , between the apo and holo forms of
MetJ /MetJ-dna. For convergence, forces for each system were averaged over
all ten equilibrium trajectories, each 30 ns in length. To reduce noise further,
mainly resulting from slow side chain fluctuations that cannot equilibrate during
simulation time, data were normalized as described in Section 2.2.
The MetJ homodimer has a high degree of symmetry, and we thus expect
the force distribution pattern to be highly symmetric as well. We checked this
by calculating correlation coefficients between residue wise forces ∆f res. Indeed,
we find the force propagation pattern for the monomers to be very similar in all
systems. For MetJ, residue wise forces correlate with R = 0.83, Fig. 5.4A. The
MetJ-dna structure shows a less symmetric pattern, with R = 0.66, Fig. 5.4B. The
lower symmetry of MetJ-dna might be a result of the lower resolution of the 1CMA
crystal structure (2.8 A˚ for 1CMA vs. 1.8 A˚ for 1CMC) or of the only partially
resolved DNA.
Force distribution at the DNA binding site (Fig. 5.5A) reveals that remote
MetJ binding induces a high degree of strain at distinct regions of the MetJ-DNA
interface. In particular, Arg40 and a loop formed by residues 50-53 are subjected
to high strain. The presence of the co-repressor thus is sensed by the DNA bind-
ing site, apparently via a long-range propagation of force from the bound SAM
molecule through the protein scaffold to the MetJ-DNA interface. Importantly, the
force distribution pattern was equally observed in the absence of DNA, Fig. 5.5B.
In fact, forces in MetJ and MetJ-dna distribute in a very similar way, yielding a
correlation of R = 0.74, Fig. 5.5C. First, this is strong evidence that the observed
change in forces is a result of SAM binding, independent from the presence of
DNA. Second, as the initial crystal structures differ in resolution and conforma-
tion, the significant correlation highlights that the distribution pattern is robust
with regard to the starting structure.
On the basis of FDA, we next investigated which protein structural elements
are key to the strain distribution, allowing communication between SAM and the
protein-DNA interface over a distance of more than 1 nm. Within the protein
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Figure 5.4: Similarity of the force distribution pattern of the individual
dimers. (A) Plotted are residue wise forces ∆f res of one MetJ homodimer against the
other. MetJ shows a highly symmetric force distribution pattern, with correlation coef-
ficient R = 0.83. In all plots the line shows a fit of the data to a linear model. (B) The
force distribution pattern in MetJ-dna is less symmetric (R = 0.66), what might be due
to the lower resolution of the crystal structure or the only partially resolved DNA. (C)
Exchanging SAM by SAH has only minor effects on force distribution. Residue wise forces
for MetJ-dna in complex with SAM and SAH correlate with R = 0.83.
Figure 5.5: Force distribution at the protein - DNA interface. Force in (A) MetJ-
dna and (B) MetJ is distributed to specifically targeted key residues on the protein-DNA
interface. Only Arg40 and the loop formed by residues 50-53 show significant response
to SAM binding. Large parts of helix A and the β-ribbon are not part of the allosteric
regulatory mechanism. Colors for the protein surfaces range from blue for ∆f = 0 to red
for high ∆f ; the DNA is displayed as sticks. For better overview, DNA was plotted into
MetJ as well. (C) Correlations of changes in residue wise forces ∆fres for MetJ and MetJ-
dna. Both systems show a highly similar force distribution pattern, with a correlation of
R=0.74. The line displays the fit to a linear model.
scaffold, we observe force propagation through helix B (B’) and forces are trans-
mitted via side chain interactions onto helix A (A’), which in turn forms various
side chain contacts with the DNA, Fig. 5.6A+B. Force propagation is highly non-
isotropic and directed. This is to say, when compared to helix A and B, we see
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relatively little changes in pair-wise forces for the β−ribbon and the loops formed
by residues 12-20, both in direct contact with the DNA, as well as for helix C (C’),
Fig. 5.6C. In agreement with the low allosteric strain in the β−ribbon, this motif,
even though binding to the major groove of the metbox, has been found to play
a role in DNA sequence specificity, but not in the allosteric regulation of DNA
binding affinity [146]. Only a few side chains of helix A show significant changes
Figure 5.6: Force distribution in MetJ. (A) Changes in atomic forces, ∆f , mapped
onto a cartoon representation of the protein structure. Colors range from blue for ele-
ments outside the allosteric network with ∆f = 0 to red for force transducing elements
with high ∆f . Helix identifiers are printed onto the structure. (B) Network-like rep-
resentation of pronounced changes in inter-atomic forces observed upon SAM binding.
Edges connect non-bonded atom pairs with ∆fij > 4. Forces between helix A and B
are mainly propagated via side chain interactions. Propagation of the allosteric signal is
highly anisotropic and directed, targeting individual residues at the protein-DNA interface
while leaving large parts of the protein unaffected. (C) Changes in normalized pair-wise
forces ∆f plotted along the MetJ sequence. The secondary structure is marked as gray
bars. The vertical line indicates the start of the second monomer. (D) SAM interacts
with a specific set of MetJ residues. Plotted are the forces exerted by SAM on MetJ.
Numbers of strongly affected residues are plotted, residues in dimer 2 are marked with a
stroke. Error bars show the standard error over the whole simulation time. Arg42 and
Glu39 are among the most affected residues. Residues 64’-67’ are located far away from
the binding site, close to the N-terminal end of helix B.
in pair wise force, the strongest of which is observed for Glu39, Arg40, Arg42 and
Arg43. Out of these residues only Arg40 is in direct contact with the DNA. This
observation is remarkable as an almost complete loss of binding affinity was re-
ported for mutation of Arg40 and its spacial neighbor Thr37, but not for mutation
of others in direct contact with DNA [146]. Thr37, however, has been suggested
to be involved in enhancing cooperativity, thereby only indirectly regulating DNA
affinity. In agreement, we do not find Thr37 to be under SAM-induced strain.
We find two inter-related mechanisms of force propagation responsible for the
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specific targeting of the above mentioned structural elements. First, SAM strongly
exerts a direct strain onto a set of MetJ residues, as reflected by extra-ordinarily
high forces between the co-repressor and these residues, F res, Fig. 5.6D. Most
importantly, the adenosyl group of SAM strongly interacts with Glu39 and Arg42
in helix A, influencing their dynamics (see below and Fig. 5.6D).
Second, SAM features repulsive forces with helixB, inducing a high strain in
the helix backbone hydrogen bonds. This apparently involves slight helix bending,
Fig. 5.7A. Indeed, measuring the angle defined by the Cα atoms of residues Ala64,
Cys58 and Asn53 shows a bending upon SAM binding of ∼ 2◦ for MetJ and
∼ 3◦ for MetJ-dna. We note that it is the significant difference in hydrogen bond
forces, not in the mere atomic coordinates, between apo and holo form, that serves
as robust indication for SAM-induced signal propagation. Helix bending in turn
imposes strain on the salt bridge between Glu59 in helix B and Arg43 in helix A by
minor conformational rearrangements, Fig. 5.7A+B. We measure high change in
force (> 300 pN) between these residues, suggesting this electrostatic interaction,
buried in the protein core, to propagate force between helix B and helix A.
Figure 5.7: Subtle conformational changes induced by SAM binding. (A) Force
distribution for backbone hydrogen bonds of helix B indicates helix bending. Hydrogen
bonds are plotted as sticks, with red for increasing and blue for decreasing O-H Coulomb
interaction. Spheres show the Cα atoms of Ala64, Cys58 and Asn53. The angle between
these atoms increases ∼ 3◦ upon SAM binding. (B) Force transmission via a buried salt
bridge and quenching of side chain fluctuations for MetJ-dna (left) and MetJ (right).
Sticks display average coordinates over 300 ns in the apo (red) and holo (colors by atom
type) configuration. Bending of helix B, supported by direct interaction with SAM, puts
strain on the salt bridge formed by Glu59 and Arg43, visible as a small conformational
rearrangement and high changes in pairwise forces. Fluctuations of Glu39 and Arg42
are quenched due to strong interaction with SAM, see also Fig. 5.7. (C) Relocation and
stiffening of the Arg40 side chain for MetJ-dna (left) and MetJ (right). We measured
tighter packing of the Thr37, Arg40 and Asn53 side chains and increased Arg40-DNA salt
bridge formation.
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Both mechanisms, direct forces imposed from SAM onto key residues in helix
A, and propagation of forces from SAM via bending of helix B, result in inconspic-
uous rearrangements at the DNA binding interface; most notably in the loop link-
ing helices A and B (residues 50-53) and Arg40, as described above, Fig. 5.5A+B.
Repositioning of Arg40 upon SAM binding is accompanied by an adjustment of the
side chain packing with its direct neighbors, Thr37 and Asn53, Fig. 5.7C. Again,
pairwise forces here served as a measure for signal propagation, rather than the
only minor, yet reproducible coordinate changes (as for example a ∼ 5◦ change of
the angle in Asn53 between C52α , C
53
α and C
53
γ found for both, MetJ-dna as well
as MetJ).
The described rearrangement of Arg40 caused by propagation of strain entails
a strengthening of its saltbridge with DNA. From FDA, we measured an increase
in attraction between Arg40 and DNA of ∼ 300 pN. Overall, the potential energy
between MetJ and DNA decreases by 59 kJmol−1 from −1219 kJmol−1 in the
holo to −1278 kJmol−1 in the apo form, as a result of allosteric signaling by the
co-repressor.
5.3.3 The internal dynamics of MetJ
The loops formed by residues 12-20 (referred to as loop 1 ) suggest themselves
to be involved in the allosteric mechanism, as they strongly differ in conforma-
tion between the 1CMC (MetJ) and 1CMA (MetJ-dna) crystal structures and are
in direct contact with the DNA, Fig. 5.2C. NMR data for these loops shows a
strong quenching of ns time-scale fluctuations upon co-repressor binding (Steve
Homans, Leeds University, 2009, personal communication). In good agreement
with these experimental findings our simulations of the MetJ-dna system show a
strong decrease in backbone RMSF for loop 1 residues upon SAM binding, as well
as stiffening of helix C, Fig. 5.8A-C. Quenching is observed for both the MetJ and
MetJ-dna system, though less pronounced for the former (see below). Remarkably,
principal component analysis (PCA) on the trajectory data reveals the dynamics
of the distal loop 1 and helix C regions to be highly coupled, Fig. 5.8D, and the
dynamics of both MetJ monomers to be highly cooperative. The lowest frequency
mode (Eigenvectors 1-3) for apo and holo structures of MetJ-dna describe highly
similar fluctuations, yet at very different amplitudes. Strong quenching of fluctu-
ations is reflected by a decrease of the highest Eigenvalue from 120 (apo) to 28
(holo), Appendix, Fig. A.1. These observations are supported by entropy calcula-
tions based on Schlitter’s formula [135]. Upon SAM binding, we find a decrease
in entropy of 2595 kJmol−1 for MetJ-dna and 106 kJmol−1 for MetJ, see also Ta-
ble 5.1. The quantitatively different, yet qualitatively equivalent, results might be
caused by the different crystal structures used, i.e the differences for loop 1 and
adjacent residues. Overall, we find the stiffening effect of SAM to be independent
from the presence of DNA.
The question arises how the distal helixC and loop 1 regions are dynamically
linked through a largely rigid core of the MetJ-DNA system. To elucidate the
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Figure 5.8: The dynamics of MetJ. (A, B) MetJ-dna (A) and MetJ (B) show
quenching of fluctuations upon SAM binding. Plotted are differences in backbone root
mean square fluctuations (∆RMSF) between apo and holo structures for both monomers
(red and blue curves). Positive values indicate stiffening upon SAM binding. Loop 1
and helix C are underlaid in gray. Differences in ∆RMSF can be explained by the fact
that in the crystal structure, DNA is only in direct contact with loop 1 residues of one
monomer. (C) Regions with decreased root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) color coded
on the MetJ-dna structure. Colors range from blue for no change to red for strongly
decreased fluctuations. Strong stiffening is observed for helixC (C’) and loop 1. Side-chain
fluctuations of Glu39 and Arg42 are quenched due to direct interaction with SAM (zoom),
whereas the stiffening of Arg40 is an indirect effect, compare to Fig. 5.6D. Stiffening
spreads to large parts of helixA. (D) The most dominant mode of fluctuation derived
from MD simulations of MetJ-dna mapped on a cartoon representation. The first three
eigenvectors were used to generate the trajectory. The two overlaid structures show the
extreme positions when projecting along these eigenvectors. Amplitudes of fluctuations
were exaggerated for better visibility. Loop 1 and helix C are marked red. (E) The network
propagating fluctuations between helixC and loop 1. PCA on residue averaged pair-wise
forces F res for apo MetJ-dna reveals a network of coupled interactions (see Methods).
Edges represent residue pairs for which the first eigenvector is > 0.03. Edges within the
first monomer are colored blue, those within the second red.
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Table 5.1: Changes in entropy upon co-repressor binding
Protein Protein+DNA DNA
MetJ-APO 54256 — —
MetJ-SAM 54150 — —
MetJ-dna-APO 57060 66149 9319
MetJ-dna-SAH 55508 64427 9083
MetJ-dna-SAM 54465 63341 9023
All values were calculated using Gromacs-4.0.5, units are in kJ mol−1.
communication pathway, we performed PCA on residue averaged pair-wise forces,
F res, here termed force-PCA. Again, observing forces directly has the unique
advantage to allow for following the complete propagation pathway, including
parts showing only subtle coordinate changes. Force-PCA on MetJ-dna revealed
a network of correlated changes in pair-wise forces, Fig. 5.8E. The network spans
through the protein core, linking helixC and loop 1, the latter of which is con-
nected to the rest of the network via residues Tyr11, Ile28, Lys31 and Glu55.
Synchronization of the fluctuations between both monomers is achieved by force
propagation along helix A and the β-ribbon. We found the allosteric signal caused
by SAM binding to target large parts of helixA, in particular Glu39, Arg40 and
Arg42, resulting in wide-spread stiffening, Fig 5.8C. HelixA accounts for a large
part of the network propagating fluctuations, moreover it directly is part of the link
between helixC and loop 1, Fig. 5.8E. In summary, SAM binding alters correlated
forces linking loop 1 and helixC thus affecting the dynamics of these regions.
5.3.4 Differential regulatory effect of SAM and SAH
The SAM analogue SAH has no regulatory function, i.e. no impact on the MetJ
activity for binding to DNA, yet has the same binding mode and similar binding
affinities as SAM (S. Philipps, Leeds University, 2009, personal communication).
Based on this observation, an entirely electrostatic activation of MetJ by the posi-
tively charged SAM has been suggested [131]. We decided to elucidate differences
between SAM and SAH binding, and to this end performed simulations of MetJ-
dna in complex with SAH as co-repressor. We modeled the MetJ-SAH structure
by removing the CH3 group from the sulfur atom of SAM in the 1CMA crystal
structure used as template.
The overall conformation of MetJ-dna is not affected when replacing SAM by
SAH, both structures have a backbone RMSD of only 0.42 A˚. Also, the potential
energy between protein and DNA (−1280 kJmol−1) is quasi identical to the energy
measured for MetJ-SAM and DNA (−1278 kJmol−1). As for the co-repressor,
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Figure 5.9: Differences between SAM and SAH. (A) Changes in residue-wise forces
∆FSAM−SAH for MetJ-dna when replacing SAM by SAH. As expected, the strongest
differences are observed for residues in close proximity to the charged sulfur atom. (B)
Increased quenching of dynamics upon SAM binding. Plotted are differences in backbone
RMSF for MetJ-dna in complex with SAM and SAH along the protein sequence for both
monomers (red and blue). Positive values indicate increased stiffening for MetJ-SAM.
The secondary structure is marked in gray. (C) Difference in residue wise forces ∆fres
for MetJ-dna when substituting SAM by SAH for both monomers (red and blue). The
secondary structure is marked in gray. Tyr11 and Ile28 (marked with arrows) show a high
∆fres in the second monomer for which the DNA is fully resolved in the crystal structure.
our simulations show strong quenching of fluctuations upon SAH binding, yet
quenching is less distinct. This is reflected by higher backbone-RMSF for MetJ-
SAH throughout the protein, Fig, 5.9B, as well as a higher eigenvalue of 48 for the
first eigenvector, what is significantly above 28, the value measured for SAM. Both
eigenvectors describe a very similar mode of fluctuation, Appendix, Fig. A.1C. The
flexibility of the bound ligand itself is increased as well. We measured an almost
twofold increase in RMSF for SAH when compared to SAM (0.89 A˚ vs. 0.57 A˚),
apparently due to the loss of backbone interactions with SAM’s positive charge.
Indeed, and unsurprisingly, the changes in direct interactions between the co-
repressor and individual residues are significant, Fig. 5.9A. Removing the positive
charge alters the charge distribution of SAM’s whole methionine group, and we
see changes in interaction even for residues as far as in helixA (residues 39 to
43), though most of the observed changes affect residues in direct proximity to
the sulfur atom (residues 59 to 67). These changes lead to wide-spread alterations
in the overall force propagation pattern, which are most pronounced in helixC
and the proceeding loop, Fig. 5.9C. Interestingly, we find high changes in forces
for Tyr11 and Ile28, both of which were found to link fluctuations of loop 1 with
helixC by force-PCA. However, this effect is only present in the domain with the
full DNA fragment resolved (residues 106-209 in the 1CMA structure), and thus
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further validation is necessary.
Figure 5.10: Convergence of entropies calculated using Schlitter’s formula.
Plots show the convergence of the entropy with increasing simulation time. Shown are
entropies calculated for apo and holo forms for (A) MetJ-dna, only the protein contribution
(B) MetJ-dna, only DNA contribution (C) MetJ-dna, the Protein-DNA complex and (D)
MetJ.
As the differences in binding affinity between SAM and SAH are of primar-
ily entropic nature, we performed entropy calculations on MetJ-dna based on
Schlitter’s formula [135]. Vibrational entropies were calculated on the whole tra-
jectory data totaling 300 ns per system and are sufficiently converged to allow
semi-quantitative comparisons between SAM and SAH, Fig. 5.10. We found an
entropy difference of 1086 kJ mol−1 between SAM and SAH as co-repressor, of
which the protein dynamics with 1043 kJ mol−1 accounts for the major contribu-
tion. All values are given in Table 5.1. The absolute conformational entropies of
∼ 270 kJ mol−1 (apo) and ∼ 260 kJ mol−1 (holo) per residue are in agreement
with previous estimates for other proteins [147, 148]. The values clearly show
that there is a significant increase in entropy when substituting SAM by SAH,
consistent with the observed difference in regulatory function. Both, the overall
RMSF and the entropies suggest SAM to reduce MetJ flexibility more efficiently
than SAH.
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5.4 Conclusions
We have analyzed force distribution and dynamics in MetJ, a stiff allosteric pro-
tein regulated by SAM, its co-repressor. FDA allowed us to identify the network
of interactions guiding force modulation within MetJ by cofactor binding. Ex-
perimental data, among others the inactivity of SAH as a co-repressor, suggest
that a long range electrostatic interaction between DNA and the positive charge
on SAM may exclusively explain MetJ activation [149]. Notwithstanding, there
is evidence from mutagenesis experiments that charge alone cannot explain MetJ
activation [132]. We here suggest strain propagation by subtle alterations of the
MetJ structure as an important mode of allosteric signal propagation. The highly
anisotropic distribution of internal strain leads to conformational re-adjustments
at the interaction interface, mainly of Glu39, Arg40, Arg42, Arg43 and residues
50-53. Our simulations thus predict adjustments of these specific protein-DNA in-
teractions to be an important factor for efficient DNA binding. Such a mechanism
would allow MetJ to easily move along or between DNA strands until the target
side is found, thereby speeding up target site location as recently proposed [150].
While the importance of this communication pathway has been experimentally
probed by the loss of allosteric function upon mutation of residues identified as
key residues by FDA, it is independent of the positive charge on SAM, as we find it
similarly for SAH. This pathway therefore apparently causes or is complemented
by an additional allosteric mechanism unique to SAM. We find the major SAM-
dependent allosteric function of MetJ to come from an entropic contribution due
to quenching of slow backbone and fast side chain dynamics. Only for SAM,
the force network communicating the allosteric signal between loop 1 and helixC
can substantially reduce correlated fluctuations. This is supported by theoretical
models [151] as well as NMR data that suggest dynamics to play an important
role (Steve Homans, Leeds University, 2009, personal communication). The major
correlated motion that is quenched involves parts distant to each other as well as
to the co-repressor binding site. Again, measuring correlated forces instead of
coordinates revealed the role of the protein core in this long-range communication
and allosteric regulation. We find a strong increase in entropy when substituting
SAM by SAH, suggesting that the regulatory difference between SAM and SAH
is of entirely entropic nature. It is the differential effect of SAM and SAH on the
correlated forces involved in this motion that is likely to be responsible for the
observed difference in allostery.
Dynamics are increasingly revealed as a regulatory driving force [152, 153, 55]
and have recently been found for another transcription factor, the CAP pro-
tein [110]. We here find a similar mechanism for MetJ, suggesting that changes
in dynamics upon cofactor binding may be a commonly used regulation pattern.
Long-range allostery in the absence of any noticeable conformational change as
featured by MetJ has remained a challenge for structure-based experimental and
theoretical approaches. In combination with conventional analysis of the MetJ
dynamics, we find FDA an optimal tool to track an allosteric pathway in MetJ.
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Signal propagation was found to be largely hidden in unremarkable shifts in atomic
coordinates. Yet, these mere conformational shifts, as revealed by FDA, can in-
volve large changes in forces for strongly interacting atom pairs, resembling “stiff
springs” in the protein interaction network. Pure conformational analysis would
simply overlook rearrangements of the magnitude reported here, especially as
properties such as root-mean square deviations or fluctuations are easily domi-
nated by slow sub-domain movements, as it is the case for MetJ, Fig. 5.8C. The
same multivariate statistical methods, such as PCA, that are used for the analysis
of coordinate based trajectory data can be applied to pair-wise forces. Again, one
has the advantage of being able to observe relations that would otherwise be below
the sensitivity of the method.
In this Chapter, we presented the first successful application of FDA to a stiff
allosteric protein, opening the road to better understand the function of a whole
class of proteins, including enzymes, by examining their internal force network.
Our results highlight the strength of FDA as a tool supporting experimental de-
sign, as it can straightforwardly be verified by experimental studies. In particular,
our results suggest Arg40, Thr37 and Asn53 at the MetJ-DNA interaction inter-
face to be important for allosteric function. Mutations of Arg40 and Thr37 have
indeed been previously shown to abolish SAM-dependent allosteric regulation of
MetJ [146]. In addition, we predict mutation of Glu59 and Arg43, forming the salt
bridge between helix A and B, and the crucial SAM interaction partners Glu39
and Arg42 to lower the co-repressor activity of SAM.
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Chapter6
Force Sensing in the Von Willebrand
Factor
The Master said, Wisdom delights in water; love delights in hills. Wisdom is stir-
ring; love is quiet. Wisdom is merry; love grows old.
Confucius, Book VI (XXI)
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88 CHAPTER 6. FORCE SENSING IN THE VWF
Mechanical robustness comes hand in hand with force and geometry sensingin cellular systems. Cells are able to sense the medium they are growing
on [7] and are able to react on mechanical signals [11, 154]. Mechanical stress can
be propagated via long distances along filaments and trigger a response at a site
different from the site of stress application [155].
An example for a mechanical signal being transduced into a biochemical re-
sponse is the multi-domain protein titin (Chapter 3). Titin contains a force ac-
tivated kinase [13, 8] that partially unfolds under mechanical strain. Unfolding
exposes the previously auto-inhibited active site. Another force-sensing mech-
anism is used by the Von Willebrand Factor (VWF). As we will show in this
Chapter, regulation of VWF depends on partial unfolding under shear [156]. Par-
tial unfolding will release a buried binding site, allowing for enzymatic cleavage.
For titin as well as VWF, a difference in unfolding stabilities of the individual do-
mains is crucial, i.e. the domains responsible for force sensing need to unfold first,
see Fig. 6.1 for a scheme. Similar mechanisms leading to the exposure of cryptic
Figure 6.1: Regulation by force. The illustration displays a protein that is regulated
by force induced unfolding. In this case, unfolding of the central domain (gray) allows for
enzymatic cleavage (Pacman). The same mechanism can be used to expose an active site
previously buried in the protein core.
binding sites have been identified for various other proteins [157]. Membrane ten-
sion and curvature may open channels [158] and enzyme activity is likely to be
changed by external force [159]. Enzymatic actions can be seen as force activated
processes and it is well know that enzymes put their ligands under strain [27].
This Chapter presents our study on VWF, an intriguing example for a force
sensing protein. VWF is able to sense changing forces created under different
flow conditions in blood vessels. The regulation of VWF is based on enzymatic
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cleavage. We will demonstrate how directed propagation of internal strain can
support enzymatic cleavage by means of force distribution analysis (FDA). VWF
is a fascinating example of how strain alters enzymatic activity.
6.1 Introduction
The VWF is a huge multimeric protein found in blood plasma. VWF mediates
the adhesion of platelets to the sub-endothelial connective tissue and is the key
protein in primary hemostasis in arterial vessels and the microcirculation [160,
161]. Multimers consisting of up to 100 VWF monomers are formed in the Golgi
and post-Golgi compartments. They are released into the blood stream from these
storage organelles by adequate stimuli. The VWF multimers released from storage
are particularly rich in ultra-large VWF (ULVWF). These highly active forms get
rapidly yet only partially cleaved by the protease ADAMTS13 at the cleavage site
Tyr1605-Met1606 within the A2 domain [162, 163].
ADAMTS13 is a zinc containing metallo-protease from the ADAMS/ADAMTS
family. Shear stress in blood vessels has been shown to drive VWF multimers into
an elongated conformation with increased activity for adsorption to the blood
vessel surface, a mechanism to stop bleeding after mechanical injury [164, 165].
Mechanical forces due to shear flow regulate selective cleavage of ULVWF and
thereby their size distribution [166, 12]. If this size regulation fails, ULVWF
accumulates and results in phenotypic manifestation of thrombotic thrombocy-
topenic purpura (TTP) [167]. In contrast, reduced VWF concentration or com-
plete absence of VWF results in the different types of von Willebrand disease
(VWD) [168], the most common inherited bleeding disorder in humans. While
the shear stress induced adhesion and cleavage have been demonstrated in detail
in vitro, the underlying molecular mechanism of shear induced activation of VWF
for ADAMTS13 cleavage is currently unknown. Structural information at atomic
detail on the VWF is scarce. A single VWF is a multi-domain protein featuring
a multitude of functionalities (Fig. 6.2A). Dimerisation and multimerisation are
mediated by domains CK and D3, respectively. The central A domain triplet is
pivotal for adhesion and clotting, featuring binding sites for collagen (A1, A3) and
glycoprotein Ib (GPIb, A3), and the ADAMTS13 cleavage site (A2). A1 and A3
have been shown by X-ray crystallography [168, 169] and A2 by homology model-
ing to adopt a Rossman-fold [170]. The ADAMTS13 cleavage site in A2 appears
to be buried, suggesting that forces in stretched VWF multimers induce unfolding
and exposure [171]. In recent experiments, described by the groups of Springer
and Wong [172], unfolding of the A2 domain by optical tweezers and subsequent
cleavage by ADAMTS13 was observed.
We here reveal the unfolding and activation mechanism of A2 for ADAMTS13
cleavage under force by molecular simulations. By applying FDA, we reveal how
the atypical Rossman fold topology of the VWF A2 domain senses mechanical force
by selectively exposing and activating the ADAMTS13 cleavage site. In this study
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Figure 6.2: Domain organization in VWF and structure of the A2 domain.
(A) Domain organization of the VWF with collagen binding sites (CB) in domains A1
and A3, a glycoprotein Ib (GPIb) binding site in A3, and the ADAMTS13 cleavage site
(CS) in A2. (B) Structure of the VWF A2 domain (3GXB) in cartoon representation, the
cleavage site (CS), the βVIa turn (βVIa), and the N-terminal vicinal disulfide bridge (vSS)
are highlighted in green; α-helices are red, β-sheets are yellow, and the α4-less loop is pink.
(C) Secondary structure organization, β and α denote β-strand and α-helix, respectively.
(D) The schematic sketch of the spatial secondary structure orientation shows the classical
Rossmann fold of the C-terminal half of the A2 domain with CS (green marker) while
the N terminal half shows a “knotted” Rossmann fold with significantly higher stability
under force.
we furthermore predicted and experimentally analyzed the impact of mutations
stabilizing the A2 domain. Our results clearly show VWF A2 domain unfolding
as a response to shear stress to be the essential event in VWF size regulation. The
experimental work was done by our collaborators at the University Medical Center
in Hamburg, Germany. As the focus of this thesis clearly is on molecular modeling
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and simulation, we will not discuss the experimental part in this chapter. Instead
we would like to refer the interested reader to our recent publication [156].
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Molecular dynamics simulations
All simulations and part of the analysis were carried out using Gromacs-3.3.1 [58].
The 3GXB crystal structure of the VWF A2 domain was used as base for all
simulations. The OPLS all atom force field [30] for the protein and the TIP4P [59]
water model were employed. The protein was solvated in dodecahedric box with
at least 7,500 water molecules and periodic boundary conditions were applied.
The typical protonation states at pH 7 were chosen for ionizable groups of the
peptide. The necessary amount of counter-ions (Cl- and Na+) was added to
ensure a neutral system. An energy minimization of 1000 steps using the steepest
descent algorithm was followed by a 100 ps molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
with harmonic restraints on the protein heavy atoms with a force constant of
k = 1000 kJmol−1 nm2 to equilibrate water and ions. Simulations were run in
the NpT ensemble. Temperature was kept constant at 300K by coupling to the
Nose-Hoover thermostat [104]. The pressure was kept constant at p = 1 bar using
anisotropic coupling to a Parrinello-Rahman barostat [134] with τp = 1.0 ps and
a compressibility of 4.5 · 10−5 bar−1 in the x, y, and z directions. Simulations
of the unfolding intermediate were run without bond constraints; during all other
simulations bonds were constrained using the LINCS [61] algorithm; an integration
timestep of 2 fs was used. Lennard-Jones interactions were calculated using a
cutoff of 10 A˚. At a distance smaller than 10 A˚, electrostatic interactions were
calculated explicitly, whereas long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated
by Particle-Mesh Ewald summation [33]. System coordinates were saved every
2 ps.
Force-probe MD simulations, each ∼ 26ns in length, were performed two
times independently on the 3GXB crystal structure (residues 1495 to 1671). Har-
monic springs, attached to the terminal Cα atoms, with spring constants of k =
500 kJmol−1 nm2 were moved away from each other with a velocity of 1.25 nm/ns.
To restrict the system size along the pulling direction, after partial unfolding the
residues 1637 to 1671 of A2 were removed, water was added to the system, and
the force-probe MD simulations were continued.
6.2.2 Force distribution analysis
For FDA, two starting systems were taken from snapshots of the unfolding tra-
jectory. Already unfolded parts, starting from Glu1652 for the first and from
Ser1613 for the second system were removed. Constant force of 10 and 100 pN,
respectively, for the relaxed and stretched state, was applied in opposing direction
to both termini. Each of the two systems was equilibrated under the respective
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constant force for 30 ns. For both systems, the all-atom RMSD to the starting
structure remained below 0.35 nm for both pulling forces (Fig. 6.3), indicating
that the system is able to bear the mechanical stress within this time scale with-
out rupture. In the following, 10 simulations for the folded and 20 simulations for
Figure 6.3: Superposition of strained and relaxed structures. (A) Superposition
of the average structures under 10 and 100 pN in the folded state used for FDA. Structures
are averages over 300 ns, respectively. (B) Superposition of the average structures under 10
and 100 pN of the unfolding intermediate. Structures are averages over 300 ns, respectively.
the unfolded state were performed for 30 ns and 15 ns each, starting with different
random velocities. LINCS and a time step of 2 fs were used for the folded state,
whereas no constraints and a time step of 1 fs were used for the unfolded state.
Forces obtained with the FDA code were averaged over the total simulation time
of 300 ns per system, respectively.
6.3 Results
The unfolding simulations, Section 6.3.1 were performed by Carsten Baldauf in
the same group.
6.3.1 Force induced unfolding of the A2 domain
In vivo, the VWF multimer size is regulated by ADAMTS13 depending on shear
flow conditions. Shear flow elongates VWF and results in a tensile force propagat-
ing throughout all VWF domains including A2 in the stretched protein [164, 165].
We examined tensile stress on the VWF A2 conformation by force-probe MD
simulations where a pulling force is applied on the termini of A2 in opposite direc-
tions. Force profiles for two independent simulations are shown in Fig. 6.4. The
initial conformation (snapshot 1, Fig. 6.4) is stepwise unfolded. Starting from the
C-terminus the secondary structure elements are sequentially peeled-off, namely
of α6, β6, and α5 to yield a first intermediate (snapshot 3, Fig. 6.4), followed by
β5 and the α4-less loop [173] leading to exposure of the cleavage site (snapshot
4, Fig. 6.4). Overall, inter-β strand interactions show higher mechanical resis-
tance than interactions involving helices. In a very recent study Wong, Springer,
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Figure 6.4: Forces dur-
ing unfolding of the A2
domain. The force pro-
files for two independent
force-probe MD simula-
tions of 3GXB are shown.
After extending the pro-
tein chain to 15 nm, the
simulations were contin-
ued with the unfolded C-
terminal part (sequence
numbers 1637 and higher)
being cut off. Selected
snapshots are shown as
cartoon; the cleavage site
is shown in green; the
fully unfolded C-terminal
fragments in 2, 3, and 4
are omitted for clarity.
and co-workers demonstrated the enforced activation of the VWF A2 domain for
ADAMTS13 cleavage with a laser tweezers setup [172]. They report a subset of
their unfolding experiments to exhibit an intermediate state with a contour length
of about 23 nm (40% of the length of the completely unfolded A2 domain with
58 ± 5 nm). Such an intermediate state corresponds well to the state 4 shown in
Fig. 6.4. In this state 60 of 174 residues (35%) are unfolded at the C-terminus,
which results in an overall contour length of 24.6 nm including the length of the
intact N-terminal part of the domain with 3 nm. Our force-probe simulations
thus suggest the experimentally detected unfolding intermediate to be ready for
cleavage by ADAMTS13. A study by De Cristofaro and co- workers is focused on
the mechanism ADAMTS13 catalysis. Their work with VWF73 (a truncated A2
domain covering VWF residues Asp1596 to Arg1668) suggests as well a partially
unfolded state of VWF A2 to be ready for ADAMTS13 cleavage [174].
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6.3.2 Force distribution analysis of the VWF A2 domain
The stable N-terminal β1 strand is locked to the center of the protein keeping
the protein core including the cleavage site largely intact (Fig. 6.2D), while the
C-terminal structural elements, being more responsive to the external force, are
pulled out step by step until the cleavage site is accessible. This distinct response of
the two halves of the domain is determined by the underlying topology of the VWF
A-type domains. The C-terminal part of the A2 domain represents a Rossmann
fold with the characteristic sequential order of the secondary structure elements
β4−α4−β5−α5−β6−α6, bridging each strand in the parallel β-sheet alignment
with an α-helix (Fig. 6.2D). This sequential arrangement results in the stepwise
unfolding under force. In contrast, the modified Rossmann fold of the N-terminal
half of the A2 domain prevents unfolding. Here, β-strands are swapped such that
β1, the strand directly subjected to the external force, is tightly embedded in the
protein core (Fig. 6.2D), so as to form rupture-resistant interactions to adjacent
strands β2 and β4. We further validated the key role of this particular “knotted”
Rossmann topology for the mechanical response of A2 by FDA. We determined
the strain distribution in an early unfolding intermediate of the VWF A2 domain
in which the mechanically labile helix α6 is already unraveled (Fig. 6.4, snapshot
2). The tensile force mainly propagates through the part of the central β-sheet
formed by strands 1, 4, 5, and 6 of the domain (Fig. 6.5A), following a direct path
between the two termini. Force distributes from the most C-terminal strand via
strands β5 and β4 to the very center of the structure, strand β1, transferring the
force out of the domain to the N-terminus. From the pair wise forces plotted
in Fig. 6.5B it is also evident that substantial parts of the N-terminal half are
under low (sub-average) force as a direct result of the unconventional Rossmann
fold. Significant high forces in this part of the protein are only observed at the
loop directly attached to strand β1 (connection to helix α1) and at the loop
connecting α1 and β2, that is in close proximity to the N-terminus, the point
of force application. Strand β1 virtually shields the tertiary structure formed by
β1 − α1 − β2 − β3α2 − α3 from force induced unfolding. Accordingly, this area
is under low strain as evident by the cold coloring mapped on the structure in
Fig. 6.5A. The shielded region is in the lower right of the dashed line. Interestingly,
this architecture would allow the N-terminal half of the A2 domain to carry out
a particular – albeit currently unknown – function, even while the C-terminus is
unfolded and cleavage ready.
The cleavage site Tyr1605-Met1606 is the topological middle point of the folded
and intact A2 domain and therewith protected from cleavage. Mechanical force
induced a cleavage ready unfolding intermediate as observed in our force probe
MD simulation (Fig. 6.4 state 4) as well as in experiments [172]. In order to
investigate the impact of pulling forces on the cleavage site, the Tyr1605-Met1606
peptide bond, FDA was performed on the partially unfolded cleavage ready A2
domain. We find the backbone between Tyr1605 and Met1606 to be under extra-
ordinarily high strain, and strain distribution seems to be directed in a way to
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Figure 6.5: FDA of the A2 domain. (A) Cartoon representation of an A2 folded
state (state 2 in Fig. 6.4) in two views. Changes in pair wise forces, ∆F , are color-coded
ranging from blue for ∆F = 0 to red for high ∆F . The external pulling force distributes
along a direct path between termini, leaving the N-terminal part nearly unaffected (below
the dotted line). (B) Strain along the backbone of the folded structure (solid gray line),
measured in terms of changes in bonded interactions between residue pairs. Sequence
positions of secondary structure elements (helices and strands) are highlighted by colored
bars. The color-coding reflects the protein topology: structural elements that are unfolded
in state 4 of Fig. 6.4 and strand β1 are red; structural elements that remain intact in state
4 of Fig. 6.4 are blue (compare to the cartoon representation above the plot). The dashed
line represents the mean force over all bonded residue pairs. This mean force on structural
elements α1, β2, β3, α2, and α3 (blue line) is lower than on structural elements β1, β4,
α4-less, β5, α5, and β6 (red line). High pair wise forces around Thr1576 (between α2 and
α3) are an artifact resulting from rare loop rearrangements.
specifically target these residues, Fig. 6.6A. Analysis of inter-side chain forces,
this is, forces that pairs of side chains exert on each other, reveals that a large
part of the strain on the cleavage site results from neighboring residues located in
the central β-strands. The force network in Fig. 6.6B, mapping changes in forces
between residue pairs as edges onto the structure, shows a clear polarization.
There are almost no edges crossing a virtual plane that separates the cleavage site
residues, resulting in a weakened peptide bond potentially mechanically activated
for cleavage. This specific deflection of mechanical load onto the cleavage site is
mainly realized by strong pair wise interactions between Tyr1605 and Ala1500,
Phe1501, Val1502, and Val1604 (Fig. 6.6C) and between Met1606 and Thr1608
(Fig. 6.6D), respectively. Thus, in addition to mere exposure to ADAMTS13,
the Tyr1605-Met1606 proteolytic site in the VWF A2 unfolding intermediate is
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Figure 6.6: FDA of the partially unfolded A2 domain. (A) Cartoon representation
of the cleavage ready A2 unfolding intermediate (compare state 4 in Fig. 6.4). Backbone
strain, measured in terms of changes in pair wise forces, ∆F , is color coded onto the
structure, with colors ranging from blue for ∆F = 0 to red for high ∆F . The cleavage
site (sticks) exhibits particularly high strain. Helices α1 to α4 are not under strain. (B)
Graph like representation of force distribution in the the cleavage ready A2 unfolding
intermediate. Edges represent changes in forces between residue pairs that exceed a
threshold of 30 pN. (C) Strain induced on the cleavage site residue Y1605 by adjacent
residues. The plot shows changes in inter-residue forces ∆F res for Y1605, the contribution
of the Y1605 side-chain is plotted as straight blue lines. Standard errors are plotted as
whiskers. (D) Same as (C) but for M1606.
selectively tensed up due to an optimized force distribution, see also Fig. 6.7. We
Figure 6.7: Targeted
strain distribution
by side-chain in-
teractions. Strain
propagation along the
backbone does not allow
to put a specific site under
strain (top). In contrast,
re-distributing strain
via side-chains allows
to selectively target the
cleavage site (bottom).
therefore predict mutations in the local force network to attenuate the strain in the
peptide bond and to consequently alter its susceptibility for ADAMTS13 cleavage.
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6.4 Conclusions
We here show by simulations how force-induced partial unfolding is required for
ADAMTS13 mediated cleavage of VWF A2. We find the C-terminal part of VWF
A2 to be unraveled under force, suggesting ADAMTS13 to primarily recognize
this partially unfolded domain rather than the native state of A2. This is in
excellent agreement with recent in vitro studies on the interaction of VWF A2
with ADAMTS13 [175, 176]. Our data also suggest this ADAMTS13-susceptible
unfolding intermediate to correspond to the intermediate very recently observed
in A2 single molecule stretching experiments [172]. The force-sensing mechanism
of the A2 domain provides an intriguing explanation for the size regulation of
ULVWF: Larger multimers involve higher pulling forces and therefore higher un-
folding rates at a given shear flow. As a result, larger VWF is cleaved more
readily. The forces required for the exposure of the cleavage site in A2 as ob-
served here (up to 1000 pN) can be expected to be significantly larger than those
inducing unfolding in in vivo conditions due to the short nanosecond time scale
of the simulations within which the unfolding is forced to occur [177]. Under
physiological conditions, cleavage shall preferentially occur for the upper limit of
VWF multimer sizes, and thus under flow conditions which lead to tensile forces
beyond the 5-10 pN estimated for average VWF sizes [164] (A. Alexander-Katz,
personal communication, 2009). Indeed, the experimental evaluation of VWF A2
unfolding by optical tweezers suggests forces in the range of 10 to 15 pN [172]. The
mechanical unfolding intermediates of the VWF A2 domain observed here and not
a static intact equilibrium state from modeling or X-ray crystallography represent
the substrate of ADAMTS13. These dynamics of the A2 domain during unfold-
ing are prerequisite to explore the structural and functional determinants of A2
recognition by ADAMTS13. The gained knowledge, e.g. the actual structure of
the partially unfolded A2 domain, can be used to design inhibitors of ADAMTS13
and can provide route to drugs targeting enhanced VWF cleavage in blood.
VWF A2 mutations previously identified to cause von Willebrand disease type
IIA due to an increased susceptibility to ADAMTS13 [178] cleavage can now be
rationalized on the basis of our model. They can be expected to involve desta-
bilization of the overall A2 structure by forcing charged groups into regions of
hydrophobic packing (I1628T and G1629E), perturbing β-turn formation between
the VWF A2 secondary structure elements β5 and α5 (G1631D), or by destabi-
lizing A2 due to a drastic increase in spatial demand of the side chain (G1609R).
Structural destabilization in turn facilitates A2 unfolding and cleavage site expo-
sure to ADAMTS13.
While the C-terminal part of the A2 domain follows a highly conserved unfold-
ing pattern if subjected to tensile stress, the N-terminal “knotted” Rossmann fold
remains completely intact even under high forces. We hypothesize the second im-
portant function of A2, the proposed inhibition of the A1 GPIb interaction [179],
that mediates the binding of VWF to platelets, to be located at this force resis-
tant part of the domain. Thereby, as a consequence of the two distinct Rossmann
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topologies within the A2 domain, size regulation of VWF by ADAMTS13 does not
affect platelet interaction. As a second consequence of the unconventional Ross-
mann fold, we find strain to internally propagate selectively to the ADAMTS13
cleavage site, bringing the peptide bond under tension. We hypothesize this spe-
cific force-activation to affect the catalytic activity of ADAMTS13, as a direct
impact of the A2 mechanics on the A2-ADAMTS13 biochemistry, similar to what
has been shown for disulfide bond cleavage by DTT and thioredoxin [180].
We here assumed the stretching force in VWF to propagate to A2 primarily
along the protein backbone. A full A1-A2-A3 structure is needed to re-examine
the unfolding mechanism taking inter-domain interactions into account, as a next
important step towards deciphering the molecular details of VWF mechanical
response.
Chapter7
Summary
The Master said, A gentleman wishes to be slow to speak and quick to do.
Confucius, Book III (XXIV)
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Understanding experimental observations on the nano-scale requires a the-oretical basis for the underlying mechanical processes. Design and rational
control of properties such as stability or allosteric function in bio-molecules and
polymers depends on our ability to accurately model their mechanics. This thesis
contributes a major step towards this long-term goal. We present force distribution
analysis (FDA), a method that allows for the first time to disclose strain propa-
gation on the molecular level. Similar to established approaches in macroscopic
engineering and design, we are now able to follow the propagation of forces at
atomic resolution. This allows us to detect load bearing parts of molecular struc-
tures, directly revealing the scaffold crucial for mechanical stability. The resulting
mechanical models are valuable tools to interpret experimental observations e.g.
from single-molecule AFM studies. Combined with multivariate statistics, we are
now able to track mechanisms such as protein allostery, that are difficult to assess
with conventional approaches.
Origin of mechanical robustness in titin immunoglobulin domains. The
giant protein titin is a mechanical spring, adding flexibility and stability to our
muscle. About half of the more than 300 titin domains adopt the mechanically
stable, immunoglobulin-like (IG-like) fold. The IG domains in human muscle are
tailored to bear mechanical load. I27, the 27th IG domain, has been used as a
model system for mechanically robust proteins and as such was studied in various
unfolding experiments.
Applying our newly developed FDA, we could show that mechanical stability
in I27 depends on two entirely different mechanisms. The first is a mechanical
clamp at the C-terminus, with strands A’G tightened together under force. Due
to the non-linear nature of non-bonded potentials, this slight tightening leads to
a considerable increase in interaction force, basically locking the configuration of
both strands. The second, unexpected, mechanism is found at the N-terminus.
Here, instead of being taken up via β-sheets, force is deflected into the protein
core. It is a network of mainly hydrophobic side-chain interactions that takes
up mechanical load and provides stability. Our theoretical model nicely fits with
unfolding experiments performed earlier. Sequence based statistics on the IG
domain family reveal a similar network of co-evolved residues at the N-terminus.
Networks of co-evolved residues have been derived for a variety of other protein
families, yet their role and function is poorly understood. We find our force-
bearing network from molecular simulation, and the co-evolutionary network from
statistical analysis of sequence data, to overlap significantly. This, for the first
time, provides a direct interpretation of such a co-evolved network.
The remaining question is why nature chose a rather complicated network of
side-chain interactions to provide mechanical stability. Titin is a mechanical spring
keeping our muscle together. Changing the flexibility of muscle tissue surely will
require changes in the flexibility of titin. The observed mechanism would allow to
fine-tune mechanical behavior by mutation of individual side-chains.
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Mechanical properties of silk. Silk is a co-polymer, built from highly or-
dered regions forming stiff crystalline units, and disordered parts assembling into
flexible amorphous regions. High flexibility combined with extraordinary rupture-
resistance of silk fibers results from the combination of these stiff and flexible
building blocks. In this thesis, we assessed the mechanical properties of the crys-
talline units by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Depending on the silk type, the crystalline units consist of either poly-alanine
or poly-alanine-glycine repeats, both forming β-sheets. Different sheet arrange-
ments are possible, and we considered crystals with sheets arranged in parallel
and anti-parallel manner. Our simulation results, namely elastic moduli, compare
well to experimental data. We find elasticity and rupture-resistance to depend on
the sheet arrangement. Crystals formed from anti-parallel sheets are less flexible
and need higher force to rupture. Under parallel sheet arrangement, hydrogen
bonds form a zig-zag pattern, while in parallel sheets, hydrogen bonds are aligned
in parallel. FDA predicts these differences in inter-sheet hydrogen bond geometry
to cause the differences in mechanical behavior. Indeed, a finite element model of
simple β-sheet skeletons could reproduce our MD results. This counter-intuitive
result, namely decreased stability for the zig-zag pattern, is explained by differ-
ences in hydrogen bond strength imposed by the geometry. A zig-zag motif as
found in parallel β-sheets renders a structure generally stiffer than the in-line ge-
ometry of the anti-parallel analogues. Yet, due to the geometry, hydrogen bonds
in parallel sheets are elongated. This over-compensates the effect of the zig-zag
geometry and renders parallel conformations overall less stiff and stable.
Our results show how the distribution of strain within a polymer can directly
explain its mechanical behavior. The same methodology is applicable to other
polymers, such as e.g. Nylon.
Dynamic allostery in MetJ. The methionine repressor MetJ is a transcription
factor regulated by SAM, its co-repressor. SAM binding increases DNA binding
affinity manifold, yet no structural changes could be observed. The regulatory
activity of SAM has been reported to depend on the positive charge it is carrying.
SAH, an uncharged SAM analogue binds MetJ, but has no regulatory effect. Based
hereon, an entirely electrostatic activation has been proposed, but experimental
data are inconsistent.
From our MD simulations, we find SAM binding to impose strain onto the
MetJ structure. FDA predicts strain propagation by subtle alterations of the
MetJ structure to be an important mode of allosteric signal propagation. Result-
ing re-adjustments at the interaction interface lead to more favorable MetJ-DNA
interactions. Such a mechanism would allow MetJ to easily move along or be-
tween DNA strands until the target site is found, thereby speeding up target site
location. Yet, this pathway is independent of the positive charge on SAM, as we
find it similarly for SAH and thus there must be an alternative explanation for
the observed regulatory differences. We find the major part of SAM-dependent
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allosteric regulation to come from an entropic contribution due to quenching of
slow backbone and fast side chain dynamics. Only for SAM, the force network
communicating the allosteric signal can substantially reduce correlated backbone
fluctuations. Our simulations predict a strong increase in entropy when substitut-
ing SAM by SAH, suggesting that the regulatory difference is of entirely entropic
nature.
Long-range allostery in the absence of any noticeable conformational change
as featured by MetJ has remained a challenge for structure-based experimental
and theoretical approaches. FDA allowed us to relate changes in dynamics to
the network propagating ligand-induced strain. In combination with conventional
analysis of dynamics, we find FDA an optimal tool to track the allosteric pathway
in MetJ.
Regulation of Von Willebrand Factor under force. The Von Willebrand
Factor (VWF) is a blood clotting protein located in the blood stream. Various
bleeding disorders are associated with VWF mutations. Under physiological con-
ditions, VWF occurs in multimers consisting of up to 100 monomers. To avoid
uncontrolled blood clotting, multimer length needs to be tightly regulated by en-
zymatic cleavage by the protease ADAMTS13. In the folded state, the cleavage
site (located in the VWF A2 domain), is buried within the protein core. From
previous experimental and theoretical studies it is known that strain induced by
changing shear flow conditions unfolds VWF multimers.
Compared to adjacent domains, unfolding forces for the A2 domain are low
and our MD simulations show a well defined unfolding pathway. Under force,
the C-terminal part unravels, thereby exposing the cleavage site. This suggests
ADAMTS13 to primarily recognize this partially unfolded domain rather than the
native state. FDA revealed that, due to the unconventional “knotted” Rossmann
fold, the N-terminal half of the domain is basically shielded form mechanical stress
and remains completely intact even under high forces. Moreover, our data suggest
this ADAMTS13-susceptible unfolding intermediate to correspond to the interme-
diate very recently observed in A2 single molecule stretching experiments. Inter-
estingly, FDA on the unfolding intermediate shows a very distinct strain propaga-
tion pattern. We find strain to internally propagate selectively to the ADAMTS13
cleavage site via side-chain interactions, concentrating at and thereby supposedly
weakening the peptide bond. This provides an intriguing example of how strain
alters enzymatic action.
Chapter8
Outlook
Chi Wen thought thrice before acting. On hearing this the Master said, Twice is
enough.
Confucius, Book V (XIX)
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T IME resolved FDA. A field currently under active research is the speed ofsignal propagation within bio-molecules. For example, in bacteriorhodopsin, a
proton pump, the speed of a light-induced mechanical signal defines the maximal
“pumping speed” [41]. Mechanical stability, as we have seen for the titin I27
domain and in silk crystals, depends as well on fast and effective distribution of
mechanical stress. These two cases illustrate the need for quantifying the speed
of signal propagation. In the case of bacteriorhodopsin, a relatively slow signal
propagates via conformational changes. In the second case, forces can be assumed
to propagate almost instantly via interactions with stiff potentials, as no major
conformational changes are involved.
Both cases require a time-resolved force distribution analysis, though using
individual solutions. In the case of quickly propagating signals, applying noise
reduction techniques such as wavelet transformation produced encouraging pre-
liminary results. Such a rather straightforward approach is difficult for slow signals
involving conformational changes. In particular slow side-chain fluctuations that
may or may not be relevant for signal propagation render the analysis difficult,
compare Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3. Running averages or multivariate approaches
such as principal component analysis on long force trajectories are likely to prove
more appropriate here, and a combination with a conventional coordinate-based
analysis might be necessary.
FDA in material science. Due to its smooth and straightforward integration
into the MD algorithm, FDA is transferable to other force fields, including those
tailored for material science purposes. For example Brenner’s potential for hy-
drocarbons [181] takes the lattice structure of the material into account and thus
yields better results for the simulation of hydrocarbons such as graphite sheets or
carbon nanotubes. Still, most of the terms used by these force fields are pair-wise
and thus FDA is directly applicable.
FDA can then be used to predict possible points of failure, e.g. the effect
of impurities introduced during a production process. Similarly, it is possible to
theoretically assess the mechanical response of a flawless molecular structure, as
we have demonstrated for silk, Chapter 4. Due to the reduced flexibility, noise
levels are generally magnitudes lower in crystalline structures as compared to
proteins. Thus, forces converge on the pico to nano second time scale, rendering
FDA applicable even when based on complex and computationally expensive force
fields.
Coarse graining. FDA is not limited to all-atom models. The same approach
(and implementation) can directly be applied to coarse grained force fields. In
such force fields several atoms are represented as a single particle. FDA will yield
good results as long as the force field accurately mimics stress distribution in the
structure.
Among others, FDA can support the development of more realistic elastic
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network models. In these models, residues are represented as beads connected by
harmonic springs. Alteration of the spring constants accounts for different residue-
residue interactions. Instead of the crude estimations for these spring constants
currently used (mostly one spring constant for all types of interactions), calcula-
tions based on FDA can be expected to lead to more rational spring constants.
As long trajectories are not necessary, these calculations are fast and may be au-
tomated. Such an approach would for example allow to screen a large number of
PDB structures for differences in mechanical stability.
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AppendixA
Supplementary Information
Table A.1: X-ray refinement statistics.
Space group P212121
Resolution range (A˚) 20.0-1.8
R factor (%) 0.211
R-free (%) 0.268
Asymmetric unit
Number of residues 552
Number of solvent atoms 480
Number of Zn atoms 24
RMSD bond length (A˚) 0.014
RMSD bond angles (◦) 1.701
Ramachandran plot
Core regions (%) 98.7
Disallowed regions (%) 1.3
Average B factors (A˚2)
Main chain atoms 27.3
All atoms, including solvent 28.8
NCS
RMS difference for Cα atoms (A˚) 0.31
RMS difference for all atoms (A˚) 0.94
R-factor =
∑
hkl ||F0| − |Fc||/
∑
hkl |F0|; where F0 is the observed structure factor
amplitude and Fc the calculated structure-factor amplitude. R-free is calculated
based on 7.2% of the reflections not used in refinement. We use the abbrevi-
ations: RMS - root mean square, RMSD - root mean square distance, NCS -
non-crystallographic symmetry.
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Table A.2: Backbone and heavy atom root mean square deviation (RMSD) in
A˚ for I27 in silico mutants.
mutant backbone RMSD heavy atom RMSD
WT 0.9 1.4
I2A 1.2 1.8
V4A 1.1 1.6
I23A 0.9 1.5
L25A 1.2 1.8
V30A 1.1 1.7
W34F 1.3 2.0
L41A 0.9 1.6
I49A 1.1 1.8
H56A 1.0 1.7
L58A 1.1 1.7
V71A 1.3 2.0
F73A 1.2 1.7
L78A 1.3 1.8
L84A 1.1 1.6
V86A 1.0 1.6
V13A 1.0 1.5
RMSD values were measured by comparing the equilibrated wild type structure
with the mutant structures after 5 ns equilibration. All mutants remained remark-
ably stable with a backbone RMSD < 1.4 A˚.
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Figure A.1: Stiffening and modes of fluctuation in MetJ. (A) The sum of the
three eigenvectors with largest eigenvalue for apo and holo MetJ-dna plotted against each
other; the correlation coefficient is R = 0.71. The line shows the fit of the data to a linear
model. The corresponding eigenvalues are plotted below, with blue for apo and red for
holo MetJ-dna. The high similarity between the eigenvectors indicates that the principal
mode of fluctuation is only slightly affected by SAM binding. However, the amplitude of
the fluctuation, given by the eigenvalues, is decreased almost 5 fold. This indicates strong
quenching of fluctuations, as was also measured in terms of decreased RMSF. (B) The sum
of the three eigenvectors with largest eigenvalue for apo and holo MetJ plotted against
each other; the correlation coefficient is R = 0.78. The line shows the fit of the data to
a linear model. The corresponding eigenvalues are plotted below, with blue for apo and
red for holo MetJ. (C) The first three eigenvectors for MetJ-dna bound to SAM and SAH
are highly similar. Plotted are the sums of the three eigenvectors with largest eigenvalue
for MetJ-dna in complex with SAM and SAH against each other. The line shows the fit
of the data to a linear model. (D) The modes of fluctuation are highly similar for MetJ
and MetJ-dna. Plotted are the sums of the three eigenvectors with largest eigenvalue for
MetJ and MetJ-dna against each other (apo and holo configuration). The line shows the
fit of the data to a linear model.
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